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Faculty debates 
College problems 
-----------------------·--· -
By Marnie Eisenstadt 
Ithacan Staff 
Faculty members pointed to communica-
tion a,; a major cause of problems with the 
administration at a forum titled, "The State of 
the College." 
A faculty panel of six professors who 
represented the concerns of a group of 35 
faculty members, led the forum held W ednes-
day, Feb. 8 at 4 p.m. 
• "A dialogue on campus 
citizenship," a discussion 
regarding free expression and 
debate, will take place at 4 p.m. 
today in the Muller Chapel. 
They arc concerned with the decision 
making processes and the communication 
structures existing within the College, said 
Barbara Adams, assistant professor in the 
Writing Program, who introduced the panel. 
fessor of history and a former faculty trustee, 
and Stewart Auyash, associate professor of 
health services administration. Jake Ryan 
was originally included on the panel, but was 
unable to attend. 
"Do we share a sense of commitment to 
each other, or do we foster feelings of dis-
trust?" asked Schlesinger, the first of the 
panel to speak. He said concerns about lines 
of communication between faculty and ad-
ministration have been voiced repeatedly. 
The Ithacan/Dave Slurzberg 
Last night, Wednesday, Feb. 8, faculty members addressed problems with the 
administration at an open forum held in the Muller Chapel. 
The faculty panel leading the forum con-
sisted of Kevin Murphy, professor of En-
glish; Sandra Herndon, professor of corpo-
rate communications; Warren Schlesinger, 
associate professor of accounting and chair 
of the faculty council; Fred Madden, associ-
ate professor of English; Paul McBride, pro-
dialogue," Schlesinger said. In lhe 1970s the faculty tried to fonn a 
union, McBride said. They were ineligible 
for union status because faculty arc consid-
ered managerial. Often, however, lhe vocalii.ation of these 
concerns is seen as an attack on the adminis-
tration instead of an effort to open lhe lines of 
communication. "In a college, debate opens 
There is a sense of fear that presides over 
the College, he said. That fear leads to reluc-
tance, which stifles communication. 
"We must work together to develop a 
common sense of community," Schlesinger 
said. 
IffacultyisamanagcriaJ body, U1ey should 
have authority over all areas and be kept 
See "l<'orum," next page 
Whalen .. discusses -campus media 
By Jeff Selingo 
Ithacan Editor in Chief 
President James J. Whalen, 
in a meeting with representa-
tives from the Ithaca College 
media on Tuesday, Feb. 8, said 
the l!-haca College Student Con-
duct Code "doesn't necessarily 
pertain to a co-curricular activ-
ity." 
The Student Conduct Code 
covers student activities, but "the 
student newspaper is not a stu-
dent activity," Whalen said. He 
said a new code may have to be 
developed to govern co-curricu-
lar activities. 
Whalen said he called tl1e 
meeting to discuss various issues 
on campus. The meeting primarily 
focused on the governance of the 
campus media following a recent 
incidelll concerning The Ithacan. 
On Dec. 2, 1993, The Ithacan 
published an article revealing con-
tent,; from the will of Roy H. Park, 
media magnate and former chair-
man of the Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees. William Rubenstein '94, 
then editor in chief of The Ithacan 
said at a rally on Jan. 20 that Dean 
Thoma,; Bohn of the Park School of 
Communications requested that the 
newspaper reconsider and dc!ay 
publication. At the rally, Rubenstein 
said lhat after he told lhc Dean he 
saw no reac;on to hold the story, "a 
belligerent tirade ensued. Dean 
Bohn was mad." 
Whalen said he did not con-
sider the request "censorship" 
by the administration. 
"We don't want censorship 
here. I don't think we have cen-
sorship here," he said. "But I 
would like everybody to know 
that lhere are certain times when 
dialogue is important., relative 
to some issues, and that what-
ever you learn in the class -
that's important. But you also 
must learn lhat you have to take 
some of this responsibility and 
share that a little bit." 
Whalen said U1e College, in a 
See "Whalen," next page 
~--------<1 EDITORIAL Ji--------'---~ 
No need for discussion 
Discussion is only constructive when it is warranted. 
As the faculty teach-ins are indicating, there are many issues on the Ithaca College campus 
begging for healthy debate. 
President James J. Whalen even said in a Tuesday, Feb. 8 meeting with campus media 
representatives that the faculty, staff and students need "to spend some of their time critically 
analyzing things a little bit." 
But when these "things" pertain to editorial freedom of the communications media on this 
campus there is simply no room for discussion. 
None. . 
Open communication should be an inherent privilege for you and every member of the Ithaca 
College community. The Ithacan aggressively seeks to provide you, the reader, with the 
information necessary to remain intelligently and actively engaged in important issues. But the 
administration wants the authority to control this channel of information if it deems such action 
appropriate for the weHare of the College community. 
We are addressing this concern on the front page because we feel that our open 
communication with the College community has been and could potentially be compromised. In 
Tuesday's meeting, President Whalen outlined some of the issues relevant to campus media and 
free expression, with which The Ithacan has several points of contention: 
'When the student newspaper moved into a co-curricular status, it took on a little different 
cast. And.so the Student Conduct Code doesn't necessarily pertain to a co-curricular. I say 
"doesn't necessarily"- what I think needs to be done is to have some discussion on that. We 
See_ "Editorial," page 8 
.. Tbi:ee leave 
Development 
Office posts 
By Jeff Selingo 
Ithacan Edrtor in Chief 
Three Ithaca College develop-
ment officers announced their res-
ignations in U1e last few weeks. 
This announcement comes in light 
of several departures in the lasl Lwo 
and a half years in the Development 
Office. 
Lisa Romano, assistant director 
of development for volunteer rela-
tions and stewanhhip; Josh Bond, 
director of annual giving; mid Bette 
London, director of plmmed giv-
ing, submitted U1cir resignations, 
which arc effective this semester. 
"It's hard to keep people here 
because we have limited opportu-
nities to be promoted from withm," 
said Bonnie Gordon, vice president 
for college relations and resource 
devclopmenL "I consider it a com-
pliment to the program here lhat our 
people are the candidates of choice 
elsewhere." 
Romano, who came to lhe Col-
lege in December 1991, will be-
come dircctorof lhe annual fund for 
lhe arts and sciences foundation at 
lhe University of North Carolina 
She will leave her current position 
on Feb. 18. 
"It was an opportunity to ex-
plore things that I have been toying 
with for a while," Romano said. 
Bond, who came to the College 
in November 1991 as the assistant 
directorof development for regional 
activities, has accepted a job as di-
rector of development for Harpur 
College at the State University of 
"It'.'> hard to keep 
people here because we 
have limited opportuni-
ties to he promoted 
from within. " 
-Bonnie Gordon. 
vice president for college 
relations and resource 
development 
New York at Bmghmnton. He will 
leave lus current position on Feb. 
25. 
'Tm lcavmg lorprofes~ional mid 
personal reason~ ... Bond ~aid. 
London, who served her posi-
tion since September 1992, h,L'> ac-
cepted a position 1L~ dircctorof ma1or 
and planned giving at t11e Crouse 
Irving Memorial Hospital Foumla-
tion in Syracuse. She will leave 
Ithaca College at the end of March. 
'Tm leaving for personal and 
professional reasons," London said. 
Gordon said the departures will 
slow development efforts "down a 
little." She said the office is in the 
process of focusing on the annual 
fund, which has set a higher goal for 
the next fiscal year of $1 million. 
This year's goal is $750,000. 
Gordon described the resigna-
tions as part of a "cycle." 
'This type of turnover tends to 
happen in development circles. We 
have undertaken a re-organii.ation 
of the office and this sometimes 
leads to turnover," Gordon said. 
"But this gives ScOlt Lyons [ execu-
See "Development," next page 
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Continued from front page 
within tllc discourse of administra-
Livc communication, he said. 
McBride said this is not the case. 
President James J. Whalen ap-
pointed two vice presidents of Stu-
dent Affairs without even consult-
ing members of the facully, 
McBride said. "The faculty wanted 
explanations for appointments of 
vice president and above. Whalen 
said he would appoint whoever [he 
wanted] and did not have to consult 
anyone," McBDdc said. 
"The faculty felt like il was taken 
behind the shed for a good, old-
fashioned thrashing," he said. The 
faculty is more demoralized than it 
ha,; been since the union issue, he 
said. 
"The College is tuition driven," 
Murphy said. Eighty-nine percent 
of the College's funding comes from 
sludcnL'i, he said. 
The faculty is cautioned to worry 
about enrollment- they arc told it 
1s below par, Murphy said. How-
ever, Murphy cited "serious over-
crowding." He said students arc 
forced 10 live in triples, the College 
rcnls clm,srooms from NCR and 
faculty mcmhers arc sharing of-
fices. 
Murphy saul the College oflcn 
cxpcncnccs budge! surpluses. In 
1989 there was a surplus of S 11 
m1llion, mid l,L<;l year there was a 
surplus of $4.5 million, he said. 
"There is no trust here 
to discuss the issues. It 
.is time the administra-
tion looks at IC as a 
place of education, not 
a corporation." 
-S~wart Auyash, 
associate professor of health 
services administration 
"The President and the adminis-
tration decides where this money 
goes," Murphy said. It usually goes 
IO capital projects and equipment 
or endowments. If the bulk of the 
money is transferred to projects, 
many of the overcrowding prob-
lems could be solved, be reasoned. 
The overcrowding has also led 
IO heavy class loads for teachers, 
who are forced to leach classes al 
night and in inadequate settings. 
Instead of convening in Job Hall, 
the Board of Trustees should try 
meeting in Dillingham 5, which 
Murphy described a,; a windowless 
fire hazard. 
Fred Madden agreed tliat over-
cnrollmenllsaproblem. "Individual 
contact is essential to education," 
he said. TI1c administration, how-
ever, is concerned wit11 stockpiling 
money for the future instead of 
spending it on solving problems 
now, he added. 
"The future is now," Madden 
said. He added the course load of 
pmfessors in the business school 
was decreased in order for it to 
receive national accreditation. He 
suggested the administration fol-
low the example set by national 
standards. 
"The administration should be 
here with us. The fact that this fo-
rum bad to take place at all is an 
indication that there is a problem," 
Auyasb said. 
"There is no trust here to discuss 
the issues," Auyash said. "It is time 
the administration looks at IC as a 
place of education not a corpora-
tion." 
He said there are two large diffi-
culties in solving that problem -
the fear of the faculty and students 
IO raise critical issues, and the in-
ability of the administration to ac-
cept criticism. 
"We are all striving for excel-
lence in teaching and learning. We 
need to strive for leadership," 
Herndon said. She said in order to 
have better leadership, the faculty 
needs helter communication witl1 
the administration. 
Right now a climate of fear ex-
ists that is inhibiting communica-
tion and leadership, Herndon said. 
For leadership to he effective, fac-
ulty members need to feel respected 
and valued, nol marginalized and 
trivia Ii zed. 
"We have a lot of management," 
Herndon said. "We need more vi-
sionary leadership." 
Development------------------
1nc1uding the three recent rcsig-
Continued from front pa~e "ft was an opportu- nalions, nine development officers 
uvcdirectorofdcvelopmcnt]agood nity to explore things have resigned since August 1991 
opportunity to build a team di- whcnGordonwasnamedvicepresi-
rcctly." that I have been toying dent for college relalions and re-
Ly(1ns said the typical tenure for with for a while. " source development. 
development positions is three -Lisa Romano, According IO Gordon, the six 
years. Lyons hecamc executive di- assistant director of additional officers included: Rob-
rector of development in February development for volunteer ert Stein, development writer; Kate 
1993aftcrthcdepartureofJonathan relations and stewardship Dunn,developmentwriter,Jonatllan 
Flilll, who left after a year and half Flint, executive director of devel-
as executive director of develop- searching for a new director of spc- opment; Mary Reynolds, assistant 
ment. cial gifts and donor relations. The IO the vice president for develop-
"I would characterize that as search has been going on since mcnlactivitics; Mary Carole Starke, 
unusual if people are not staying for August 1993, but the final Lwo ap- senior researcher; and Debra 
at lea<;t three years in one particular plicanL'i for the posit.ion withdrew Manzer, executive secretary to the 
job in development since that is the because they did not want IO relo- vice president Manzer re localed to 
nonn," said Flint, who is now vice cate, Lyons said. a position in the Office of Financial 
president and chief operating of- Gordon said she "can't remem- Aid. . 
liccrat the Margaret H. W. Founda- ber a Lime when we didn · t have a In addition, Ralph Jones, direc-
t.ion near Pittsburgh. search going" for a posit.ion in de- ior of planned giving, retired in 
Gordon said her office also is vclopment December 1992. 
Corrections 
• The editorial entitled, "Un-
ethical policy," misstates New 
York State law. It does not 
prevent the College from ex-
tending benefit packages to 
non-legally married spouses 
and non-legally dependant 
children. 
• In reference to the "Diver-
sity Dilemma" series: [Jan. 27] 
The Office of Minority Affairs 
sponsors no formal summer "re-
treat." [Feb. 3] Irma Alrnirall-
Padamsee did not take a trip to 
Pelham High School. 
Her quote on IC students '11ip-
ping hamburgers" in NYC was in 
the context of the need for stu-
dents to remain in school to sue-
ceed. It was not related to a 
March 10 NYC reception. 
It is The lthacan's policy to 
report all errors of fact. To 
report any corrections con-
tact News Editors Brian 
Kohn or Kevin Harlin at27 4-
3207, or stop by Park Hall 
Room 269. 
BIG 
AL'S 
February 10, 1994 
Whalen-----------
Continued fron:i front page 
sense, is publisher of The lthac~n, 
and he compared this relationship 
to a daily newspaper in the "real 
world." In that world, Whalen said, 
a publisher can question edilOrs and 
writers and at times slOp publica-
tion of a story. 
"Here, however, we are trying a 
different environment It's not the 
"I have been on a 
number of campuses 
and worked with student 
newspapers, and I want 
freedom, not necessarily 
the license. " 
-President James J. WhaJen 
real world so we have IO find a way dia arc free of censorship and ad-
to accommodate each other," vance approval of copy, and the 
Whalen said. "But we try to do as , editors and managers are free IO 
much real word as we can." develop editorial policies and news 
Whalen said he would like to sec coverage with the understanding 
a discussion take place that would that students and student organiza-
possibly draft rules to govern co- tions speak only for themselves." 
curricular activities. He said he "Do we have to define our terms 
agrees with Bohn's suggestion to a little better? I think so," Whalen 
form a committee to discuss the said in response to a question about 
governance structure of the media what constitutes "communications 
in the School of Communications. media.'' 
"I want people from all points of "I had been concerned at one 
view to look at it and perhaps the lime that we were going IO come IO 
best thing that can happen is that thispoinL Weprobablyshouldhave 
peoplccomeupwithacode,asctof been way out in front of this. Bul 
rules and regulations by which tl1ey sometimes it takes issues IO come 
will abide," he said. lo the floor and that's when you 
The rules for co-curricular ac- hope you will get reasonable people 
tivilies will help the campus media to sit down together and recognize 
andtl1cadministralionsharcrcspon- t11cre arc many sides to the issue 
sibilitics, Whalen said, since he and and come to some sort of conclu-
thc Board have ultimate rcsponsi- sion." 
bility for what happens at the Col- Whenareprcscntaliveofthestu-
lege. ''The exercise of Lhat rcspon- dent media said the First Amend-
sibility has to be carefully done and mcnt docs nol apply on tl1is cam-
carcf ully managed," he said. pus, Whalen said: "The First 
"I have been on a number of Amendment is alive and well on 
campuses and worked with student this campus. 
newspapers, and I want freedom, "I have pledged to everybody 
notncccssarilythelicensc,"Whalcn t11al we want lo come up with a 
said. "I want you to recognize lhat solution to solve whatever il is lhal 
you have a responsibility, and that isdisturbingpeople,"hesaid. "And 
if I ask you IO sit down and talk to I thinksomepcoplcaregoingaround 
me about something and give you aiding and abetting this, because I 
mypointofviewthatsomehow you will pointto 19 years and say there 
arc going IO take that in." is a record. Show me censorship 
From 1969 until 1987, The and show me people not able IO 
Ithacan was an independent corpo- speak out" 
ration. During that time, John B. Whal.en said he would like to 
Oblak, vice president for student form a group to discuss these issues 
affairs and campus life, who also with some·outside help. 
allended Tuesday's meeting, said "I don't think you [771e Ithacan) 
11ze Ithacan received advice from arc in any kind of danger," he said. 
the Campus Activities office. As a "Youareasfreeasyouhavealways 
result,. the newspaper was consid- been free in my time here. The idea 
ered IO be protected by the Student of raising a question in December 
Conduct Code. was not a violation of freedom no 
On Jan. 19, 1987, The Ithacan matter how it was perceived. So 
became affiliated with the School what you do in the paper is going IO 
of Communications. be your responsibility." 
"The student newspaper moves At the end of the meeting, 
away from being a student activity, Whalen said he is "concerned about 
and the Student Conduct Code, as I things," saying he wants lo spend 
understand it, governs student ac- his time in "productive ways." 
tivities," Whalen said. "When you "I think recently we have had 
have a different position for the just one issue after another which 
newspaper, then I think we really tends to drain you a little bit," he 
have a question now as to a whole said. "People need IO spend some of 
other set of principles may apply theirtime<..Titicallyanalyzingthings 
here." alittlebit Thcadministrationshould 
The clause in the Student Con- not be taking dim views of the fac-
duct Code, which Whalen said only ulty and vice versa. This is a time 
applies to student activities, stales whenpeoplcshouldreallybework-
on page 85: "Communications me- ing IOgether and pulling IOgether." 
STORE HOURS: 
Monday - Thursday: 6 a.m. to Midnight 
Friday & Saturday: 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
PIZZA~ 
Sunday: 8 a.m. to Midnight 
FREE DELIVERY: 
dlNIMAL 
~TtR~CTIONS 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd. • Collegetown 
273-4857 • We Deliver 
,,._ 
~. 
Monday - Timrsday: 11 a.m. to Midnight 
272-3448 Friday: 11 am. to 1 am. Saturday: Noon to 1 a.m. 
1103 DANBY RD. Sunday: Noon IO Midnight 
~-------- --------~ I 
I *FEBRUARY SPECIAL* 
I $10. 99 1 MEDIUM PIZZA 
I 2 TOSSED SALADS 
12 CHICKEN WINGS $10 .99 
2 16 OZ. PEPSIS 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
1 NO SUBSTITUT1ONSIII * NOT VALID WITI-1 ANY 011-IER COUPON* FREE DELIVERY* EXPIRES 2/281 
._ _____________________________ .. 
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Off-campus conditions 
Rent1hg situations normal for local landlords 
By Jen Sladyk 
Ithacan Staff 
As Ithaca College students face 
lhc challenge of getting off campus 
and finding an apartment or house 
Lo rent for the next school year, 
Ilhaca landlords and property own-
ers anticipate business as usual. 
"If Ithaca College policies for 
letting students get off campus arc 
the same, we see no problems in 
filling ·our spaces," said Carl War-
ren, property manager of the Col-
lege Circle Apartments. "In fact, 
we're very far ahead of last year 
with prospective rentals already." 
Many local landlords anticipate 
the same high occupancy rate they 
have experienced in past years. 
Orlando Iacovelli, who owns a 
numberofhouses in the area as well 
as an apartment complex located 
off the back entrance of the Col-
lege, said he is also optimistic about 
the number of student<; filling his 
rental area<;. 
"The rentals arc just starting to 
pick up," Iacovelli said. "All my 
areas were filled up last year, and I 
expect il to be filled again this year. 
I have what is considered quality 
properly, which isconvcnienlly lo-
caled and easy Lo rent," he said. 
With Ithaca College's elimina-
tion of the Hudson Heights Apart-
ments as on-campus housing, the 
managers of the Hudson Height<; 
have different options for renting 
next year. 
Sue Dennis, joint manager of 
Hudson Heights, said she and her 
husband Roger will open the apart-
ments to bolh Ithaca College and 
Cornell University student<;. 
"We're getting a lot of people 
inquiring about availability.We· vc 
handed out leases. but mostly I've 
had students from IC concerned 
about whether Residential Life will 
let them off campus or not," Dennis 
said. "We're basically playing the 
waiting game, seeing whether or 
·not these interested students arc 
going to be allowed off campus." 
Dennis said tliat while they an-
ticipate this year's rentals to de-
crease slightly, they have had sev-
eral Cornell students show interest, 
which will broaden their range. 
"We've run ads in lhc llhaca 
Journal, and have had many student 
responses," Dennis said. "Actually, 
it's going faster Ulan what 1 thought 
it would do. I think we'll do all 
right" 
Off-campus release numbers still pending 
By Jen Sladyk 
Ithacan Staff 
The elimination of Hudson 
Height apartments as on-campus 
housing may allow more student<; 
Lo move off-campus in the fall of 
1994, according Lo Tim Michael, 
assistant directorofRcsidcntial Life 
Operations. 
"The release of 191 beds at 
Hudson Heights will open up some 
more spots," he said. "Also, stu-
dents will have beller chances un-
less there's a major change in the 
size of incoming and transfer stu-
dents, but it's difficult to say right 
now," he said. 
You're 
Michael said several factors 
weigh into the off-campus applica-
tion process. 
"It depends on who applies, how 
many apply, what the situations 
arc," he said. 
It is difficult to cite exact num-
bers for this year's outcome until 
students begin submitting applica-
tions, Michael said. However, by 
Feb. 18, the application due-date, 
the Office of Residential Life will 
begin to make their decisions. 
"We will be formulating our pro-
jections in the next two weeks or 
so. We hope lo post the approval 
list on Feb. 23. That is our target 
date," Michael said. 
Michael said it is difficult to 
speculate whether underclassmen 
will be allowed off campus, hut 
strongly urges students to wait to 
sign leases until lhcy have peen 
granted off-campus permission by 
tJ1c Residential Life office. 
Often students sign leases in 
hopes tJ1at they will be allowed off-
campus, and tJ1cn find they have 
been denied permission. 
"Our experience every year is 
that lhere are students who have 
leases and don't get off campus," 
Michael said. "The fact that they 
have a lease doesn't have any bear-
ing on our decision to move them 
off." 
invited .. for Valentine's 
'Dinner 
Prime Rib for two 
Ziti Alf orno 
for two 
Stuffed Shrimp· 
for two 
$19.95 
$17.95 
$22.95 
Specials Served from 5pm-lam 
'Reservations Suggested 
Lunch • Dinner 
Open 7 Days a Week 
On Rt. 96B-
between Downtown Ithaca 
& Ithaca College 
~rfil[~ ~ RESTAURANT 
277-6666 
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College responds to 
RD apartment issue 
By Lauren Stanforth 
Ithacan Staff 
I lhaca College officials hand-
dclivercd a lcttcr to lhc Tompkins 
County Human Right<; Commis-
sion on Feb. 7, staling their in-
terest in discussing aspect,; of 
the residence director apartment 
policy with College resident di-
rectors, said Theda Zirnrot, di-
rector of the commission. 
The letter said Itl1aca College 
is interested in discussing Ilic 
issues surrounding the 
commission's decision that 
Ithaca College is in violation of 
Local Law C, Zimrot said. 
Margaret Ball, vice president 
and college counsel, confinncd 
she sent the letter to lhe commis-
sion, hut would not comment on 
the matter further. 
Zimrot said discussion of the 
issues will occur between lhc 
RDs and the College, hut will 
not primarily involve the com-
mission. "If they want me to 
intervene, I will he more than 
happy to do so," Zimrot said. 
The commission stated in a 
letter dated Jan. 25, that the Col-
lege had until Feb. 7 lo respond 
to the commission '.s findings -
otherwise the complaints could 
file court action against the Col-
lege. 
Robin McCollcy, resident di-
rcctorof Gardcn ApartrnenL'>and 
Hudson Heights, declined to 
comment about Ille College's 
Feb. 7 letter. 
"We want very 
much to settle this 
issue, hut we want to 
make sure that in 
settling. we don't 
create more prob-
lems." 
-President 
James J. Whalen 
President James J. Whalen 
said Ball has met wilh the com-
mission and tliat the situation is 
still under discussion. "We want 
very much to settle this issue, hut 
we want to make sure that in 
settling, we don't create more 
problems," Whalen said. 
Whalen also said the RD 
apartment policy, which only al-
lows legally married couples and 
their legally dependent children 
to live in tJ1c RD apartments, h,L~ 
hecn misinterpreted. 
'There w,L'> no intention on 
the part of the College to dis-
criminate against lesbians and 
gays," Whalen said. 
Amelia Bischoff, resident di-
rector for Terraces I, 2 ,md 3, 
also would not comment on lhc 
College's lcllcr to the commis-
sion, but said her position on lhc 
matter h,L'> not changed. 
In the Fch. 3 issue of 11ze 
Ithacan, Bischoff said she was 
willing to file court action if the 
College did not contact the com-
mission by Feb. 7. 
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College explores diversifying curriculum 
By Emily Carr 
Ithacan Staff 
Provost Thomas Longin is plan-
ning to charge a committee iO con-
sider the possibility of an ethnic 
studies program at Ithaca College. 
If implemented, Longin esti-
mated the program would talce 3-5 
years to reach full development. 
"We want to make sure that we 
build a good sound base and that 
we've got a realistic plan," he said. 
One of the biggest issues under 
consideration is the specialired vs. 
holistic approaches, the latter of 
which would incorporate more 
multiculturalism into the existing 
curriculum. 
Although the curriculum diver-
sity issue has been discussed by the 
College informally and fonnally in 
the past. administrators said the 
Liming is now right to explore pos-
sible plans of action. 
"There is increasing coursework 
to reflect an increasingly diverse, I 
think, and rich curriculum, and so 
you have to have that to back up [an 
elbnc studies] program. We have 
begun Lo discuss how to structure 
an ethnic studies program," said 
Howard Erlich, dean of the School 
of Humanities and Sciences. 
While administrators said they 
arc ready to seriously discuss the 
ethnic study possibility now, stu-
dents have been discussing it for 
quite some time. 
Several times this decade -
most reccnUy at a Sept 30 Board of 
Trustees dinner - students have 
presented to President James J. 
Whalen a list of five demands: in-
crease student and faculty of color 
enrollment, establish an ethnic stud-
ies major and a black-Latino alumni 
The Diversity Dilemma 
PART3 
IC pledges commitment to enhancing racial diversity. 
This Ithacan series explores the extent and focus of 
IC's efforts, as well as the campus's racial climate. 
(Next: Determining the pulse of IC's racial tolerance). 
association and authorize the ob-
servance of Black Solidarity Day 
and Martin Luther King, Jr. Day. 
Many courses that would con-
tribute substantially to an ethnic 
swdies program have been added 
to the curriculum in the last 5-6 
years, Erlich said, including an-
thropology classes such as Modem 
Africa, and seminars on Latin 
American politics and Islamic Art. 
Curriculum additions have also 
been initiated through "specialists," 
such as Z.Cnon Wasyliw on Middle 
F.ast politics and Barbara Johnson 
o,:i Jewish cultures. 
CurrenUy, enough multicultural 
courses exist to contribute to an 
ethnic studies program wilbouthav-
ing to rewrite the curriculum- the 
task is finding a way to group them, 
Erlich said. 
One underrepresented area is 
African history and African-Ameri-
can history and politics, Erlich said. 
'The area of race- it's a difficult 
thing to talk about history and to 
talk about racial issues," he said. 
Longin said there are many sen-
sitive concerns in developing a 
multicultural curriculum. 
"It's more complex," he said. 
"Wbenyou'reconfrontingpeoplc's 
attitudes and their values, simple 
knowledge and skill training is not 
what you're talking about. You're 
talking about developing aware-
ness, then receptivity, then celebra-
tion of diversity." 
Recruiting magnet 
Sociology professor Julian Etille, 
an African-American, said that 
Ithaca College needs an ethnic-fo-
cused program to act as a magnet 
for prospective stpdents and fac-
ulty of color to build a sense of 
community. But this program would 
not be enough on its own, Eulle 
said, noting the need for a core 
program available to sb.ldents and 
professors, such as workshops with 
artists-in-residence. 
"It can't be just another new 
major with the same classes," be 
said. "It would have to be a totally 
new approach." 
Eulle also believes that it is nec-
essary to expand the vision of this 
program beyond simply regroup-
ing existing curriculum, as Erlich 
suggested. "Innovation is needed 
beyond the current curriculum and 
league of faculty," be said. 
Elliot Arocho '95, vice presi-
dent of academics for the Student 
Government Association believes 
Lbat diversifying the curriculum is 
essential to attracting faculty of 
color. "You can't have the faculty 
without the curriculum," he said. 
Arocho also believes that an eth-
nic studies program would help to 
attract students of color to Ithaca 
College. "If you diversify, then of 
course you' re going to increase your 
market," he said. 
Arocho has proposed a lecb.lre 
series focusing on U.S. Latino is-
, .. 
, :~ \..-==-'".. :;_ ",, ~ .... · ~"~ ;- .. 
sues. Although not a credit class, 
the series will function as a course 
with interconnected issues thatmay 
be a "stepping stone" to the devel-
opment of a Latino studies pro-
gram. 
"I want them [administrators) to 
come see what we're talking about. 
Weneedsomewheretodrawfrom," 
he said. Arocho is hoping to final-
ize the first lecture of this series 
within the next couple of weeks. · 
Longin, President Whalen and 
Oblak have met several limes with 
sb.ldents from ALS to discuss de-
mands from the sit-in, including a 
demand for a diverse curriculum. 
Longin said it will take more 
than an ethnic studies program to 
enhance campus diversity. "We 
really need all of those thing] to 
really have a magnet effect," he 
said, referring to diversity in fac-
ulty, students and 
academics. 
Birth of a program 
Academic programs such as the 
ethnic studies proposal sometimes 
develop from faculty interest A 
prime example is the environmen-
tal studies minor, Erlich said. 
Sometimes a program will be 
developed as a result of a more 
formal look at the curriculum by 
the strategic planning committee. 
This 12-member faculty commit-
tee discusses and makes recom-
mendations for college-wide aca-
demic programming. 
Last year the committee recom-
mended exploring the possibilities 
of an ethnic studies program and an 
honors program for the School of 
Humanities and Sciences, Longin 
said. 
Programs are also· developed 
through the College's planned stud-
ies program in the School of Hu-
manities and Sciences: Often the 
planned studies program serves as 
a "testing ground" for new majors 
and other programs, Longin said. 
Gail Gregoire '95 is pursuing a 
planned studies major in 
multicultural studies and commu-
nications, concentrated in the 
speech communcalion and anthro-
pology departments. 
Although Gregoire said she feels 
that the College's commitment to 
diversity is improving, she said it 
stems from developments in indi-
vidual departments rather than a 
change in administrative policy. 
Justin Boyette '95 was denied 
an Asian-American sb.ldies major 
through planned studies because of 
the lack of course offerings, and is 
instead pursuing a planned studies 
minor in this area. 
"It would be a lot to have four 
new majors, considering the amount 
of classes and professors that would 
be needed. But I don't think it would 
take much effort to make four mi-
nors [African-American, Latino, 
Asian/Pacific Islander and Native 
American studies] from what IC 
already offers," be said. 
Anthropology professor Gary 
Thomas and Special Assistant to 
the President Paul Hammill also 
have developed a global/multi-
cultural studies major within the 
planned studies department, made 
possible by a 1991 grant given to 
the College for this purpose. Also, 
an inter-disciplinary Latin Ameri-
can studies minor may be coordi-
nated within a year, Thomas said. 
See ''Diversity.'' page 10 
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BOarcJ. of Trustees begin meeting today 
Boarq to discuss tuition, tenure and promotion and other issues relating to College 
By Amy Desson 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees convenes today in the Job 
Hall workroom to begin discus-
sions of the 1994-95 budget, tenure 
and promotion and buildings and 
grounds related projects, among 
other things. 
The Board, which meets once in 
the fall and again in February and 
May, wiJI spend all day today and 
mostofFriday, Feb.11, in commit-
tee and full board meetings. Mem-
bers of the Board will also meet 
with students at an informal, by 
invitation only, reception in the 
Emerson Suites. 
''There will be deliberations on 
the budget for next year and they' II 
review specific faculty who are 
making applications for tenure and 
promotion," said Bonnie Gordon, 
vice president for college relations 
and resource development. 
"They' II hear a status report on 
the College's investments, they'll 
get a review of any and all current 
topics of interest and they'll re-
ceive updates on matters they've 
considered previously and status 
reports on current issues," Gordon 
said. 
Faculty Trustee Stephen Hilbert, 
a professor of math, said tenure and 
promotion, general educational re-
quirements and tuition are certain 
issues board members can expect 
to discuss and vote on. 
"Certain things you know will 
be in there. Every February, the 
Board traditionally granL<; tenure 
and promotion," Hilbert said, not-
ing he had certain issues he would 
bring up at the meetings, which he 
could not discu~s prior to that time. 
Because the agenda is assembled 
a month in advance, the most cur-
rent issues are not on the agenda, 
Hilbert said. These issues, how-
ever, will most likely be discussed 
"/ hope that they discuss their definition of 
'Communications Media.' I think this is an issue, 
after speaking with the President yesterday, that 
really needs to be discussed at all levels. I have 
complete faith in our student trustee [Nicole Young 
'94] that she will bring the student's point of view 
to the Board." 
in time allowed for recent issues, he 
said. 
"When you get the agenda the 
month before the meeting it is not 
going to include anything that hap-
pened in the Ja<;t month - they get 
the agenda ahead of time so they 
can thinkaboutthings,"Hilbertsaid. 
Students have their own issues 
they feel need to be discussed. 
"I hope that they discuss their 
definition of 'Communications 
Media,"' said Mike Fox '94, stu-
-Mike Fox, 
student government president 
dent government president. 
"I think this is an issue, after 
speaking with the President yester-
day, tliat really need<; to be dis-
cussed al all levels. I have complete 
faith in our student trustee [Nicole 
Young '94] that she will bring the 
student's point of view to the 
Board," Fox said. 
One of the items that will defi-
nitely be determined is tuition for 
the academic year of I 994-95. Af-
ter the final tuition figures arc de-
cidcd President Whalen will send a 
lelterto parcnL<; which will detail all 
l11e budget and tuition information. 
The current RD policy contro-
vcrs y may also be up for discus-
sion. 
"I suspect they will have that 
matter reviewed for U1cm at some 
point along the way," Gordon said. 
The Board will also get updates 
on various buildings and grounds 
projects, including the Willia.ms 
Hall project and t11c renovations of 
tl1e Terraces, Gordon said. 
The completed renovations mid 
future renovation pl:ms arc im(X)r-
l/ull to the Board. 
'The Board mid President tradi-
tionally have had a strong philoso-
phy relative lo what we call de-
ferred maintenance," Gordon said. 
After tl1c Board meets and deci-
sions arc made and resolutions arc 
pa<;scd, the information is compiled 
and made available to tl1c faculty, 
staff mid students, Gordon said. 
College to auction vehicles Auto01ation continues 
Corsicas, vans and Bronco available to highest bidder By Amy Desson 
Ithacan Staff 
"We will have a 
fully integrated auto-
mated library system 
by Fall of 1994." 
By Marnie Eisenstadt 
Ithacan Staff 
People interested in buying a 
used car need not look beyond the 
Ithaca College campus. 
Ithaca College currently has 13 
surplus vehicles which are up for 
bid, said Gail Wagner, a buyer in 
the Purchasing Department at the 
College. 
The fleet consists of three vans, 
eight Chevrolet Corsica.,;, a Ford 
Bronco.and a aractor. Each Corsica 
requires a minimum bid of $2,500, 
Wagner said. 
Some of the vans are quite old 
and the College will take what it 
can get for them, she said. 
This surplus comes from the fleet 
of cars and vans the College owns 
and maintains for College use. 
This practice allows tl1c College 
to avoid renting from private orga-
nizations when different campus 
groups need transportation, Wagner 
said. 
"These vehicles are recycled 
within the campus," Wagner said. 
JEFFREY GAINES 
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Bcnalll. llhaca GullorWollca. 5medeV"I. 
McNe1 Mullc a Ithaca Mu11c Hal. 
413 W. State St. • 277-41100 
"They [the vehicles] are popular with people on 
and off campus, but not with a lot of college stu-
dents." 
Wagner cited the example of a 
new van being used by the Athletic 
Department 
When it ages and becomes unre-
liable, it is _sent to the Physical 
Plant.and. used by custodians for 
tasks that do not require as high a 
degree of dependability - such as 
transporting laundry. 
Once the vehicles reach acer-
tain mileage, they are put up for 
bid, Wagner said. "They are really 
well maintained by the Transporta-
tion Department," she added. 
The sales have been taking place 
for quite a few years, Wagner said. 
The money is put back into buying 
new vehicles. 
''They [the vehicles] arc popu-
lar with people on and off cam-
pus," she said, "but not with a lot of 
-Gail Wagner, 
buyer, Purchasing Department 
college students." 
Wagner said the vehicles are 
currenlly located in the Slot behind 
the Park School of Communica-
tions. 
Pros pee ti vc customers can go to 
the Transportation Department and 
an employee will escort them to the 
vehicle. 
"People can start the vehicles 
and look under the hood, but they 
cannot test drive them," Wagner 
said. 
They can also look al the service 
records for each individual vehicle, 
which are kept by the Transporta-
tion Department, she said. 
Bids forms arc available at the 
Purchasing Department on the 14th 
floor of the West Tower, and bids 
close by noon on Friday, Feb. 18. 
The library has taken on a 
different look since winter break 
- that is because they arc pre-
paring for a full-scale automa-
tion. 
"We moved the indexes and 
we moved the reference books," 
said Margaret Johnson, library 
director. "We created a popular 
periodical and best seller read-
ing area in the back of the li-
brary. We moved the card cata-
log and moved the reference 
desk." 
The reference desk has been 
moved to a more prominent lo-
cation. 
"We wanted to make the ref-
erence desk more obvious," 
Johnson said. "Certainly, as the 
library director, when l first 
walked in I had difficulty find-
ing it." 
The reorganization was done 
mainly to accomodatc the 
library's imminent automation. 
"We will have a fully intc-
-Margaret Johnson, 
Ithaca College 
library director 
grated automated library system 
by Fall of 1994," Johnson said. 
The 16 workstalions for the 
on-line cat.a.log will be installed 
around the columns on the sec-
ond floor, she added. 
The on-line circulation sys-
tem will inform users if the ma-
terial is currcnlly in tl1c library 
and where it can be located. 
Installation of the on-line sys-
tem will occur sometime be-
tween May and AugusL 
"We will be working on it 
this summer," she said. "We arc 
workmg on parts of it right now. 
We arc installing software :md 
putting all of our policy docu-
ments togetl1cr." 
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Photo courtesy of The Cayugan 
Several IC students and Professor Andrew Ezergailis view the statement etched on 
the exterior of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C. 
Remembering the past 
Students visit Holocaust Memorial Museum 
By Kevin Harlin 
Ithacan News Editor 
WASHINGTON, D.C.- After an all-night 
bus ride t.!iat left many exhausted, the final 
destination evoked an emotional silence. 
For about 150 students, faculty and staff 
from Ithaca College and Cornell University, 
the tragedy of the Holocaust took on addi-
tional meaning on Sunday, Feb. 6, when they 
visited the United States Holocaust Memo-
rial Museum in Washington, D.C. 
"The museum exists because 
everything that made up the 
Holocaust exists today." 
-Larry Garfinkel, 
gallery representative 
ing to see things through a child's perspec-
tive," said Alison Adoff '96. "It just makes 
the Holocaust seem more unbelievable." 
"It was all brought down to a simple 
human, emotional level," Goodstein said. 
"Daniel's story showed how it can happen to 
February 10, 1994 
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7 DAYS A WEEK • THE ORIGINAL AND BEST "In high school, I had a teacher who was 
in the Holocaust and I wanted to sec what she 
might have gone through," said Amy 
Bernstein '97. 
anyone." 
Before even seeing the exhibits, visitors ""-;:===============:::;====;:=;::;i=:;:::=::;==:::;::::;:;:;=::;:--" 
"I think there's definitely a need for more 
people to sec it," said Lisa Goodstein '94, 
president of Hillel. She said many of her 
family friends are Holocaust survivors. "Most 
people haven't had the same life experience 
as I've had." 
Two buses from Ithaca College and one 
from Cornell University left Ithaca just afler 
midnight on Sunday. The trip was planned 
and organized by Goodstein and Michael 
Faber, Jewish chaplain at the College, and 
sponsored by Hillel of Ithaca and Cornell. A 
Holocaust Museum Trip Committee helped 
in the final planning of the event. 
"The museum exists because everything 
that made up the Holocaust exisLc; today," 
said Larry Garfinkel, gallery representative. 
He cited racial and ethnic prejudices in 
America and abroad as some of these ingre-
dients. 
While the focus of the museum is the 
plight of the Jews, it also documents the 
Gypsies, gays and others who the Nazis per-
secuted and murdered during World War II. 
Graphic pictures and films show visitors 
horrible accounts of the torture and murder 
that occurred. Some monitors are surrounded 
by walls several feet high to prevent young 
children from seeing the graphic images. 
One exhibit, known as "Danial's Story: 
Remember the Children," chronicled the 
Holocaust for children from the eyes of a 
young survivor, Danial. Hands-on displays 
led visitors through a recreation of his home 
before the rise of the Nazis, a ghetto where he 
and his family were interned, and finally, a 
concentration camp where his sister and 
mother were murdered. 
"I work a lot with kids and it was interest-
are aware of lhe building's rich symbolism, 
Garfinkel said. Columns force visitors to 
abruptly go right or left, like victims were 
forced to do when being unloaded from trains, 
he said. 
A small, square window-like pattern 
adorns many of the walls which, he said, 
could represent a prison window for victims 
to look out of or for guards to look in. "It's 
made to make you feel uncomfortable. It's 
made to make you think," Garfinkel said. 
The building was designed to be pur-
posely disorientating, said Stacy Skitol, mis-
sion associate for the Washington Mission 
Program, Council of Jewish Federation. The 
mission program organizes and brings groups 
trips to the museum. 
'"This whole period of time was very dis-
orientating for the victims and the entire 
world." 
One exhibit, Ejszyszki Tower, contains 
6,000 photographs which commemorate 900 
years of Jewish history in a village in Eastern 
Europe. Thal history ended when the entire 
Jewish population was murdered by the Na-
zis in two wys in September 1941. 
Visitors also walked through a room filled 
with shoes taken from Concentration Camp 
victims. In another area, visitors passed 
through a cattle car similar to the ones used 
by the Nazis to transport victims to the camps. 
"There· s much more to the Holocaust 
than what they show here," said Andrew 
Ezergailis, professor in the history depart-
ment at the College. "No museum can show 
it all but that's not what it's about. The 
purpose is to not let people forget what lhe 
Holocaust was about That much, it has al-
ready accomplished." 
SAB cancels spring trips 
By Stacy Solovey 
Ithacan Staff 
Students planning to travel on Student 
Activities Board sponsored trips Ibis Spring 
Break will have to find other means of relax-
ation. 
SAB canceled this year's Spring Break 
trips to Cancun, the Bahamas, Jamaica and 
South Padre Island due to lack of communi-
cation between the group and the travel com-
pany involved, said Lisa McQuiston, <;bair-
woman of lhe travel committee of SAB. 
McQuiston said the Moguels Company 
was very slow in returning SAB's phone 
" · a I • • I' I f • • 1 f I f J 
calls regarding questions students had about 
prices, hotel accommodations, as well as 
other concerns students voiced. 
SAB decided to cancel the trips at the start 
of the spring semester, McQuiston said. 
SAB was sponsoring the Moguels Com-
pany and no written agreement existed be-
tween the two. McQuiston said. 
"It is too late to ftnd another company," 
McQajston said. 
While SAB has not yet begun to look for 
another travel company, they will still bold a 
Spring Break trip to London this year and all 
other trips will resume next spring, McQuiston 
said. 
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Students start computer assistance business 
Office of Residential Life not permitting on-campus operation 
By Bridget Kelly 
Ithacan Contributor 
Problems with personal com-
puters may cause fewer headaches 
for students this semester. 
Four students living in the upper 
quads are planning to start a com-
puter assistance service possibly as 
early as next week. 
The business, Comp Way, run 
by Paul Clapman '95, David Gersh 
'97, Jeffrey Bourk~ '97, and Jesse 
McCain '97, will provide service 
for IBM and Macintosh computers 
and several programs including 
WordPerfect and Microsoft Word. 
Theywillhelpwithdifficultiesrang-
ing from program problems to the 
retrieving of lost papers. 
The idea originated after mem-
bers of the group frequently helped 
friends with computer problems, 
Bourke said. 
The students first planned to run 
the business from their on-campus 
rooms. The group met with Tim 
Michael, assistant director for op-
erations of Residential Life, on 
Wednesday, Feb. 9 to discuss the 
idea. 
Michael said that the service 
would violate Residential Life of-
fice rules regarding solicitation in 
"Residents are not 
permitted to run private 
businesses from their 
campus residence." 
-Residential Life Handbook 
residence halls. 
"Residents arc not permitted to 
run private businesses from their 
campus residence," according to the 
Residential Life Handbook. 
Because students have to com-
ply with residential life rules, the 
group must run the business from a 
location off campus, Michael said. 
However, he commended the idea. 
"People certainly could use that kind 
of support." 
The group is currently searching 
for an off-campus locale, Clapman 
said. "Wehavea95perccnt confir-
mation of a location." 
Assistance will be available over 
the telephone and the group will 
make house calls for more serious 
problems. 
All four students carry beepers 
and will be accessible in emergency 
situations, Bourke said. 
The founders of Comp Way plan 
to provide the first fifteen minutes 
of service for free, Bourke said. 
Additional service will cost $5.00 
for a half an hour and $9 .50 for an 
·hour.Students requiring assistance 
will receive a contract for any ser-
vice provided, he said. 
The four students have been plan-
ning the business since they returned 
from Winter Break, working out 
the details and making certain that 
they understand how to solve any 
possible problems. Bourke said. 
Though the Academic Comput-
ing Service is available to help stu-
dents with computer problems, 
Bourke said that sometimes tJiat is 
not enough. "ACS is really busy 
with its own stuff." 
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Park memorial to be held at Chapel 
By Tung G. Hoang 
Ithacan Staff 
A memorial service for the late 
Roy H. Park, who passed away on 
Oct. 25, 1993, will take place at 
noon, Friday, Feb. 11 in the Ithaca 
College Muller Chapel. 
The service, which will include 
an invocation by Father Thomas 
Valenti and remarks by President 
James J. Whalen, coincides with 
meetings of the College Board of 
Trustees. 
"Ifs been traditional that the 
Ithaca College Board of Trustees 
Editorial 
Continued from front page 
know the Student Conduct 
Code takes care of student 
activities, but the student 
newspaper is not a student 
activity. ff - President Whalen 
The Student Handbook's 
Stu.dent Conduct Code, which 
Whalen said protects the rights 
of student activities, says: 
"Communications media are 
free of censorship and 
advance approval of copy, and 
editors and managers are free 
to develop editorial policies 
and news coverage with the 
understanding that students 
and student organizations 
speak only for themselves.ff 
The irony is that the 
administration has now publicly 
said that The Ithacan is not 
recognized as a student 
activity, and therefore, is not 
part of the communications 
media or a beneficiary of these 
Handbook provisions. 
If The Ithacan is not part of 
the communications media, 
then who is? John B. Oblak, 
vice president for student 
affairs and campus life, said in 
the Tuesday meeting that this 
Handbook clause, when 
originally drafted in 1979, was 
a "non-issue," because the 
student newspaper at that time 
acted as a corporation, 
independent from the College. 
Whalen said the term 
"communications media" 
needs to be better defined, and 
that he expected that clause to 
eventually become a debated 
issue. 
But Mark Goodman, 
executive director of the 
Student Press Law Center in 
Washington, D.C., said the 
College is interpreting the 
Handbook's vague language to 
its advantage. 
hold its memorial service for de-
ceased members during its first 
meeting," said Dave Maley, man-
ager of Public Information. 
Park was a member of the Board 
for 20 years and served 11 of those 
years as chairman, Maley said. 
Park, whowaslhefounder,chair-
man and chief executive officer of 
Park Communications Inc., was 
named chairman emeritus and spe-
cial adviser the president and the 
chairmanoftheBoardinMay, 1993. 
As an active member, Park offered 
manyyearsofservice,advice, valu-
able insight and expertise to the 
''This is clear language. At one 
time Ithaca College intended a 
free press. It is now going back 
on that promise and it is a very 
frightening thing,ff Goodman said. 
So, does it matter whether 
communications media are 
classified as co-curricular or a 
student activity? No. This glazes 
over the real issue -
communications media already 
are protected by the Handbook, 
because the Student Conduct 
Code pertains to all students. 
"I want people from all points 
of view to look at it and perhaps 
the best thing that can happen is 
that people come up with a code, 
a set of rules and regulations by 
which they wilf abide. ff -
President Whalen 
Anyone who is a part of this 
College community has the right 
- and is welcome at anytime -
to question the decisions of The 
Ithacan. But inviting open 
discussion that impedes the 
newspaper's editorial 
independence, which these "rules 
and regulationsff could do, is not 
an option. 
"I want you to recognize that 
you have a responsibility and that 
if I ask you to sit down and talk to 
me about something and give you 
my point of view that somehow 
you are going to take that in.· -
President Whalen 
Again, The Ithacan considers 
different viewpoints. last 
December, when the College 
raised concerns about publishing 
the contents of Roy H. Park's will, 
we listened and deliberated. ~ 
made the decision - not the 
College. Granted, some 
administrators disagreed with our 
decision. But their idea to foster 
discussion about considering their 
opinions is a reactionary one -
reflective of them not getting their 
way. 
Board, Maley said. 
In addition, Park was a member 
of the Friends of Ithaca College and 
received the Meritorious Service 
Award by the Ithaca College Alumni 
Association, which is the highest 
honor given to a non-alumnus. 
Park received an honorary juris 
doctorate doctor of law degree by 
the College in 1985. The Roy H. 
Park School of Communications 
was also named for him. 
A native of Dobson, North Caro-
lina, Park became director of a pub-
lic relations finn in bis home state 
after graduating from North Caro-
'We don't want censorship, 
here. I don't think we have 
censorship here .... I don't think 
you [The Ithacan] are in any kind 
of danger. You are as free as you 
have always been free in my time 
here .... The First Amendment is 
alive and well on this campus. You 
are free to do what you want to 
do, to say what you want to say, 
as long as you don't - I hope 
you would be civil. ff_ President 
Whalen 
The Ithacan is in danger - and · 
in effect, so are you. Legally, the 
First Amendment does not have to 
exist at a private college. Ithaca 
College can legally control and/or 
censor anything it wishes. The 
College said it supports the First 
Amendment, but The Ithacan 
questions this degree of support. 
Any external body of influence 
holding discussions over our 
heads - no matter how positive 
the intent - is just as detrimental 
as full prior restraint or 
censorship. 
Whalen has referred to a time 
not too long ago when this 
newspaper was tabbed '1he 
weekly embarrassment." The 
newspaper's editorial 
independence did not become an 
issue until it began challenging the 
administration, serving the press' 
role as a respo_nsible community 
watchdog. The national honors 
this newspaper has been awarded 
over the past few years illustrate 
that our peers have recognized us 
as a respected and professional 
communication carrier. 
'The best way to introduce you 
to the real world is to introduce the 
real world to the campus and play 
by the rules and regulations of the 
real world. What we are really 
talking about is that it is really 
difficult in an academic 
environment. Outside in the 'real 
world' stories sometimes don't get 
lina State University in 1931. 
Throughout his life, he owned an 
advertising agency in Ithaca, news-
paJ'lerS, television and radio stations. 
Under his direction, Parle Commu-
nications Inc. became an Ithaca-
based public company. 
Once a member of the Board of 
Trustees of the Museum of Broad-
casting, Parle also served in various 
other local, regional, and national 
organizations. 
Members of the Board are ex-
pected to attend, as well as others 
from the College and local commu-
nity, Maley said. 
printed for security reasons, 
financial reasons, sometimes 
political reasons. On a college 
campus, if we in a sense are 
publishers, we need to decide.• 
- President Whalen 
Yes, Whalen and the Board 
of Trustees "controin the 
newspaper. They can decide 
tomorrow not to support a 
student newspaper, but those 
same people also have in 
place very clear language that 
states they will not interfere 
with the content. 
As an educational 
institution, we should be 
teaching the highest standards 
and ideals, not creating new 
rules to circumvent them. The 
Ithacan will not submit itself to 
any tampering with editorial 
independence - and 
jeopardize the chance of the 
most accurate and fair 
information being delivered to 
you. 
Hypothetically speaking, 
Whalen said he could control 
the editorial operations of the 
Washington Post as its 
publisher. But Mark Goodman 
said this scenario is not a 
comparable analogy to The 
Ithacan. 
"Unlike the publisher of the 
Washington Post, he [Whalen] 
is also the government. He 
makes the primary news on 
the campus. So then, ·he is 
saying the government 
censors news.ff 
We could not have put it 
better ourselves. 
Goodman summed up the 
issues at hand. "I don't know of 
any good private school that is 
proud to have a censored 
press. It's something they 
should be embarrassed about." 
There is no need for 
discussion. Period. 
If you have an opinion you 
feel strongly about, or if there 
is a situation you would like to 
address, please submit a 
letter to The Ithacan. Please 
include name, major, year in 
school and phone number. 
Letters may be delivered to 
the Ithacan Office, Park Hall 
269, or sent via the Internet to 
lthacan@lthacaEdu. 
Deadline 
Tuesday 5 p.m. 
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Student trustee position available 
By Rebecca Schwartz 
Ithacan Contributor 
Students wondering about the 
inside work.mgs of Ithaca College 
may soon have the chance to see it 
first hand. 
Freshmen and sophomores in 
good academic and judicial stand-
mg can apply for the two-year posi-
tion of Student Trustee, a full-vot-
ing member on the Board of Trust-
ees currently filled by Nicole Young 
'94. 
"This position is for someone 
interested in becoming more in-
volved in I.he Ithaca College Com-
munity," Young said. 
The student serves as a liaison 
between I.he Board of Trustees and 
students, Young said. 
As a full-voting member, I.he 
Student Trustee works wil.h many 
levels of the administration. 
ApplicanL<; must have at least a 
2.5 cumulative grade point aver-
age, be a full-time or part-time stu-
dent enrolled in a minimum of six 
credits per semester and have no 
prior judicial record in order to be 
considered for this position. 
A new Student Trustee will be 
selected in May, when Young, after 
reviewing applications, will recom-
mend three candidates. The Board 
I.hen will interview the students and 
make the final decision. 
Applications arc being accepted 
until Feb. 16. 
Diversity-------------------
commiued to doing it then you find 
the best model," Turner said. Continued frompage 4 
Molding a model 
Longin said the School of Hu-
manities and Sciences is consider-
ing an el.hnic studies program of 
12-18 credit hours, consisting of 
several introductory courses cov-
ering broad ethnic issues, middle-
range courses specific to the 
student's concentration and then a 
capstone course for the major. 
Erhch proposed students in the 
ethmc studies program begin wil.h 
an introductory ethnic studies 
courseandaresearcbcoursc. 'Then 
I.here might be four or five concen-
trations, four or five clusters of 
courses. You might have a Jewish 
studies, you might have an Afri-
can-American studies, Latino stud-
ies and so on," Erlich said. 
Another possibility would be 
f urlhcr specialization of the minors, 
Erlich said, such as a minor in Af-
rican-American studies, Latino 
Studies and women's studies. 
Erlich said he does not want to 
impose a structure upon the com-
mittee discussing I.he ethnic studies 
program. "Part of my role is to 
invite interested [people)-- usually 
faculty, but in this case, I believe 
that students will be involved as 
well -- into the beginning stages of 
the discussion." 
Instead of adding a specific eth-
nic studies program, the committee 
may rccomend that departments 
take a more holistic, multicultural 
approach to teaching courses al-
ready in the curriculum to ensure 
that more students participate. 
One possibility is to add a 
multicultural distribution require-
ment to the curriculum, Longin said. 
Dr. James Turner, founding di-
rcctorofComcll University's Cen-
ter for Africana Studies and Re-
search, favors a more specialized 
approach because of the amount 
of trammg required to 
"multiculturalize" existing faculty. 
.. In ordcrto do that. these people 
arc going to have to be completely 
retooled. You have lo respect U1e 
field enough to get people who arc 
equipped and trained in that field," 
he said. 
However, the issue of holistic 
vs. a specialized curriculum fosters 
debate. "To me, having 'el.hnic stud-
ies' is a way of not dealing with the 
whole issue of multiculturalism," 
said Raebel Muhammed, an Afri-
can-American IC politics instruc-
tor. "We have to come to grip with 
the fact I.hat I.his is not a white 
country." 
Arocho said an ethnic studies 
program would not create a divi-
sion within the College. "If you 
recognize the contributions of a 
population that's historically ig-
nored, then you're becoming more 
inclusive." 
Thomas believes all courses 
should incorporate more 
mu! ticutural material, regardless of 
whether or not an ethnic studies 
minor is developed But he said 
there may not be available faculty 
to develop an ethnic studies minor. 
Turner disagrees with the hy-
pothesis that only students already 
interested in ethnic studies would 
take ethnic studies courses. "How 
does one really knowT' he said. 
"First we have to have an objective 
measure [ of whether or not the pro-
gram would work]. You put a good 
program together and it develops 
student interest just like any pro-
gram. That [theory] is often given 
as a means of resistance," he said. 
"The most important question to 
ask is, 'Does it make good educa-
tional sense? Will it advance the 
education of our studcnL<;?' You 
have to go from there. Once you're 
The cUmic studies committee 
will be chaired by Longin or Erlich, ........................................................... ..;.. .... ___ 
although Longin will be respon-
sible for initiating the effort. A pre- ,-------------------------
liminary proposal has been re-
viewed by Longin· s academic cabi-
net and will be reviewed next week 
by the president's cabinet. It then 
will be referred to the ethnic stud-
ies committee. 
"I want to make sure that I have 
good support and that the people 
understand where we're interested 
in going," Longin said. 
Cost containment 
II T/4alfi ¥oa ... 
To all 97 individuals who joined Hillel 
in their trip to The United States 
Holocaust Museum thi& past Saturday. 
* A special thanks to The Ithacan for coverage.* Turner said that it is most im-
portant for an institution interested 
in creating an ethnic studies pro-
gram to make a financially c1ear Don't forget Hillel Shah bat! 
commiument .. AI1 of the leader- 6 00 o· · th 11 o· · Hall 
ship and vision is nothing without : IDDer ID e errace mmg 
the financial support," be said. 7:15 Service in Muller Chapel 
However, in times of College 
cutbacks, this may be difficult (Please call 274-3103 for dinner reservations.) 
Longin said that the cutbacks could 
possibly affecr the number of ~ 
hirings necessary for the develop- • 
ment of the program. However, if 
the College is creative with 'early ______________________ __. 
retirement,· the impact upon fac-
ulty of color could be minimized. 
he said. 
Eulle and Turner suggested 
bringing in faculty or artists-in-resi-
dencc of color, especially profes-
sors or artists who are on a sabbatic 
leave from another college. These 
artists would be in residence at the 
College in one semester, perhaps 
teaching a class or seminar in their 
field and also serving as an adviser 
to students of color. "Then you 
have a faculty along with your own 
faculty for a fraction of the cost." 
he said. 
Victoria Kirulon contributed to this 
article. 
Campus Safety Log 
The following 1nc1denls are among 
those reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office of Public lnfonnallon, based solely 
on reports from the Office of Campus 
Safety. 
Anyone with any mfonnallon regard-
mg these entries is encouraged to con-
tact the Office of Campus Safety at 27 4-
3333. Unless otherwise specified, all 
reported incidents remain underinvesb-
gation. 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 28-
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1994 
Friday, January 28 
-,, A staff member reported damage to 
two sorority composites that were hang-
ing in the first Hoorlounge of Terrace 12. 
The damage occurred between 11 p.m. 
on January 27 and 4 a.m. this date. 
Saturday, January 29 
T A student was referred for 1ud1c1al 
action after providing another person's 
dnver's license to a campus safety of-
ficer who was investigating a previous 
incident. 
Sunday, January 30 
T Officers assisted the Tompkins County 
Sheriff's Department with the investiga-
tion of a two-car accident at the main 
entrance to the campus. Both vehicles 
received extensive damage. 
T The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to a car fire in the fire lane on 
the south side of Landon Hall, butthef1re 
had been extinguished by three stu-
dents before firefighters arrived. It ap-
peared that the fire was contained within 
the engine compartment. 
T A student was transported to the 
Health Center and then transported by 
Bangs Ambulance to the T ompkinsCom-
munity Hospital after falling and receiv-
ing face, head and neck injuries. The 
injury occurred when the student was 
riding piggy-back with another student 
and both students fell to the ground. 
Monday, January 31 
T The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Holmes Hall for a fire alann. 
Cause of the alann was determined to 
be a malfunction m the alann system. 
Tuesday, February 1 
T Bangs Ambulance responded to 
Alumni Hall and transported a staff mem-
ber to Tompkins Community Hospital 
after the staff member experienced ex-
treme back pain d.le to an injury or 
possible illness. 
-Y A student suffered a leg and ankle 
injury after a housing on a pay phone fell 
off a wall and onto the student near the 
Union Dining Hall. 
Wednesday, February 2 
T A student reported the theft of a pearl 
and diamond nng, which had been left 
on a bathroom sink in Rowland Hall. The 
theft occurred on Jan. 26 at approxi-
mately 10:30 p.m. while the student was 
in a shower. The ring was valued at $85 
and the word• Art Carved' was inscribed 
on the inside of the band. 
T Two students reported the theft of 
cash from their bookbags while the 
bookbags were left in the Theatre Arts 
Management Office of Dillingham Cen-
tar. The thefts occurred on Feb. 1 be-
tween 10:45 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 
Thursday, February 3 
T A student was referred for judicial 
action after displaying sexually offen-
sive matenal on a residence hall room 
door. 
T A student reported that a Visa card 
was taken from their room in Terrace 
10B sometime between 2:30 and 5:30 
p.m. on Oct. 17, 1993. The card was 
apparently used one time atan unknown 
location, date and time. The card waa 
canceled through the issuer. 
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OPINION 
Opening up 
Board must hear from students 
When the Board of Trustees.meets this weekend, they will spend 
hours discussing many issues that directly affect every IC student. At 
this meeting, the Board is responsible for setting tuition for the coming 
academic year, promoting and granting tenure to faculty and discussing 
long-term plans and goals for the College as a whole. 
Even though the Board's decisions will influence every one of the 
College's 6,000 students, communication between the student body 
and the Board is limited. All Board meetings are closed to the public 
and the press. Students usually do not find out the results of these 
· meetings until days after the 
THE ITHACAN'S VIEW Board has adjourned. 
One method that the 
Board has established to communicate with the students is a student 
reception, which will be held today at 3:30 p.m. in the Emerson Suites. 
Unfortunately, only a select group of "student leaders" are invited by 
Student Trustee Nicole Young to attend the reception. Student Govern-
ment executive members, the Senior Class officers, the Residence Hall 
Association and the editor in chief of The Ithacan all have the opportu-
nity to attend this important reception, while typical IC students do not. 
Theoretically, student leaders should represent the vast majority of 
the student body. They should know of the students' concerns, gather 
their suggestions and listen to their ideas. However, the reality is that 
few students know who their representatives are, and would never even 
think of approaching them with a problem or recommendation. 
The best way to increase student communication with the Board 
would be to eliminate the student reception completely, and replace it 
with an open forum. At the forum, the entire Ithaca College community 
could voice its concerns and give suggestions to the Board of Trustees 
in an open question-and-answer session.· 
At the very least, ordinary students, without any ties to a major 
campus organization, should be invited to future Board receptions. 
While we acknowledge that it would be impossible to comfortably 
accommodate over 6,000 students· at any reception, the College could 
take several steps to invite a larger variety of students who are more 
representative of the entire student body. 
St~dents who wish to ~ttend could enter their names-tn a lottery, 
coordinated by Young. One hundred names would be randomly 
selected from all the entries, and these students would receive invita-
tiqns to ,i.~d--the reception with the Board. 
Student leaders should also continue to rec!eive invitations, but the 
range of leaders could be greater. For example, the presidents of 
organizations such as the Politics Club, College Republicans, the Ski 
Club, Hillel, and pre-professional organizations should also·be invited to 
share their unique perspectives about life on campus with the Board. 
. At 4 p.m. today in Muller Chapel, the Board has an excellent chance 
to sample how an open forum could be more beneficial and productive 
than a student reception. Two vital issues, freedom of speech and 
freedom of expression at IC, will be discussed by professional journal-
ists, faculty and students. 
Even the most experienced Board member could benefit from 
gaining a broader perspective on issues. An open forum, such as the 
one today, is the best way to expand a dialogue between students and 
the Board of Trustees. 
AviSchaeffer 
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Huh'? ... What'? ... Oh, right! Those sure are great ideas "student A" ... but 
I think we're gonna go with "student B" this year, thanks. 
I LETTERS I 
Racism rampant on campus 
Recently, articles and letters on 
campus diversity have been ap-
pearing in Tire Ithacan. In the ar-
ticle which appeared on Feb. 3 ("The 
recruitment race"), Y csenia 
Hernandez pointed out that white 
students need to speak out. I am 
writing this leuer as a white stu-
dent, and also as a friend of some-
one who is ·a high school senior of 
color thinking about coming to 
Ithaca College. 
However, I can't and won't rep-
resent the white community any 
more than Brandon Easton, some-
one who writes to The Ithacan of-
ten, represents every minorlly 
group. 
A friend from home, who is a 
senior in high school, told me that 
he vas interested in applying to IC. 
I think lhe negatives of his atten-
dance outweigh the positives. This 
college has many problems. 
Off the top of my head, some of 
lhese problems are an over-paid 
administration thatdoesn'tdoany-
thing and isn't sensitive to stu-
dents' needs, unacknowledged as-
bestos in many buildings, high tu-
ition, limited free speech and sex-
ism. 
The biggest reason for wanting 
to discourage my friend from com-
ing here is the horrible state of race 
relations. The community my friend 
and I come from, without being 
perfect, is pretty integrated and 
people of all class background<; and 
races go to the same schools. 
Ifmyfriendcameherc,hcwould 
be on the receiving end of all lhe 
racial B .S. I've observed since I've 
been here. That's not something 
I'd wish on an enemy, much Jess a 
good friend. The first lime he 
stepped foot on campus, he would 
immediately be shunned by the 
white student body. 
Chances arc that he wouldn · t be 
accepted by the minority commu-
nity either. People should be able 
to go to school to open their minds, 
not close them. 
The behavior on this campus is 
childish. The idea of judging by 
race or sex has always been crazy. 
This world is unaccepting of indi-
viduals. People want to be able to 
neatly categorize others. Is it really 
that hard to get to know someone 
that you would prefer to put them 
in a predefined group? 
llhaca College has the worst 
temperament for different people 
then any place I' vc ever been. You 
probably can't find any civil righL'> 
violations on campus, but race re-
lations among studcnLc; arc in the 
dark ages. 
Being a student at IC may make 
me partly guilty of supporting vio-
lations of equality, but I don't lhink 
so. There may be many studcnL<; 
who are not racist, but they let their 
friends use racial slurs or stay away 
from other racial groups because or 
what their friends will say. 
Others love black entertainers 
and personalities and even accept 
'Magic' Johnson having AIDS, but 
would never talk to a minority in 
real life, and a<;sume that nonnal 
people with AIDS are "fags." These 
people contribute to the problems 
on campus. 
We need to wake up to all these 
problems involving race, sex, eth-
nic, cultural ,Uld physical differ-
ences. College is supposed to be a 
time for transition into the adult 
world. Don't let it be a tr:msition to 
the adult world of bigotry, both 
overt and covert. 
This problem concerns all of us. 
Remember that the theme for Black 
History Month is diversity in black 
history. Remember the divcr~lly 
on this campus. I wish tJiat some 
change would come ahout because 
of this letter, but that's just wishfui 
thinkmg. 
Matt Bidwell '96 
Television/Radio 
Changes will improve library 
I am writing in response to the 
letter entitled "Library facilities 
outdated" that appeared in the Feb. 
3 issue of 77ze Ithacan. However, 
what many students may not realize 
is that the library is in a.period of 
change. 
Many students may have no-
ticed changes on the main floor of 
the library upon their return to cam-
pus this January. Reference stacks 
have been relocated to areas of bet-
ter lighting, and walkways between 
the stacks were widened for wheel-
chair access, among other modifi-
cations. 
In August. when students return 
for the fall '94 semester, the entire 
card catalog will be on-line at vari-
ous computer terminals throughout 
the lilnry. Additional terminals will 
contain data~s to increase the 
availability of some of the academic 
indexes. Unfortunately, Mr. 
Camesecchi and I will not he here 
to witness these changes, but they 
will be a great benefit to the Ithaca 
College community. 
When examining the issue of 
poor selection, we must look to the 
cause. The books and journals in 
the library are purchased through 
money allotted to the academic de-
partments on campus. Each depart-
ment has a library representative 
who handles requests for acquisi-
tions. Studentsshouldseekoutthese 
faculty members and make sugges-
tions in areas where they know the 
IC library is lacking. 
Similarly, the professors who are 
telling students to go to Cornell, 
should be placing recommendations 
with their department representa-
lives to obtain the materials that 
they may be sending their studenL<; 
to Cornell for. 
Finally, the IC administratmn 
should increa~e the library and de-
partment spending budgets so that 
these materials can be purchased 
when there is a request or a need. 
The library docs need to become 
a priority on this campus, both with 
the administration and the students 
who use it. 
The Library Advisory Commit-
tee is currently examining these is-
sues and welcomes student input. 
Anyone who is interested can con-
tact Nicole Luciano through the 
Student Government office in the 
Student Activities Center. 
Amanda McGuire '94 
Speech Communication 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday, 
February 10 
Staff Council, Benefits Commit-
tee Meeting, Conference Room, 
Egbert Hall, 9 a.m. 
International Programs, London 
Info Session, NMR, Egbert Hall, 12 
p.m. 
CC&SE/C Set Up Managers Meet-
ing, SMR, Egbert Hall, 12: 15 
p.m. 
Rape Education Committee Meet-
ing, NMR, Egbert Hall, 2 p.m. 
President's Office, Global/ 
Multicultural Grant Meeting, Clark 
Lounge, Egbert Hall, 2:45 p.m. 
Career Planning, Resume Writ-
ing, DeMotte, Egbert Hall, 3 p.m. 
MulticultruaUGlobal Grant Meet-
ing: Featuring Haskell Ward, 
Klingenstein Lounge, Egbert Hall, 4 
p.m. 
All-College Forum, Free Expres-
sion, Muller Chapel, 4 p.m. 
Theatre Arts, Theatre Perfor-
mance, Clark Theatre, Dillingham 
Center, 4 p.m. 
Kuumba Repertory Theatre, Cul-
tural Expressions, Clark Lounge, 
Egbert Hall, 7 p.m. 
Career Planning & Placement 
Recruiting Information SeHlon, 
Klingenstein Lounge, Egbert Hall, 7 
p.m. 
Kuumba Cultural Expression, 
Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall, 8 
p.m. 
Friday, 
February 11 
African Latino Society, Party, 
Union Dining Hall, 10:30 p.m. 
President's Office Memorial Ser-
vice, Muller Chapel, 12 p.m. 
Shabbat Service, Muller Chapel, 6 
p.m. 
Alumni Association Board of Di-
rectors, Southern Tier Alumni 
Club, and SAA present: Network 
Night, Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall, 
7p.m. 
Shabbat Dinner, Terrace Dining 
Hall, 7:15 p.m. 
Senior Flute Recital, Jeffrey 
McCool, Auditorium, Ford Hall, 8: 15 
p.m. 
Saturday, 
February 12 
AMA, Speaker, Clark Lounge, 
Phillips Hall, 12 p.m. 
Junior Violin Recital, Sarah 
Jones, Nabenhauer, Ford Hall, 3 
p.m. 
Senior Composition Recital, 
Vivian Morgan, Auditorium, Ford 
Hall, 4 p.m. 
Graduate Flute Lecture/Recital, 
Mlndra Hogg, Nabenhauer, Ford 
Hall, 7 p.m. 
Senior Voice Recital, Jale 
Tiefenbrunn, Auditorium, Ford Hall, 
8:15 p.m. 
Sunday, 
February 13 
Catholic Community Mass, Muller 
Chapel, 10 a.m., 1 and 9 p.m. 
Protestant Community Services, 
Muller Chapel, 11 :30 a.m. 
Faculty Baritone Recital, Randle 
Blooding, Auditorium, Ford Hall, 3 
p.m. 
Russian Club, Club Gathering, 
Clark Lounge, Egbert Hall, 6 p.m. 
Guest Saxophone Recital, Audi-
torium, Ford Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
Monday, 
February 14 
VALENTINE'S DAV 
H&S Teacher Education, Work-
shop, NMR, Egbert Hall, 4 p.m. 
CC&SE/C Special Events Man-
ager Meeting, Room 110, Philips 
Hall, 5: 15 p.m. 
WICB-FM Staff Meeting, NMR, 
Egbert Hall, 6 p.m. 
CC&SE/C, AV Manager Meeting, 
Room 110, Philips Hall, 6:45 p.m. 
WICB (Promo Dept.), Weekly 
Meeting, Conference Room, Egbert 
Hall, 7p.m. 
Catholic Community, Parish 
Council Meeting, Laub Room, 
Muller Chapel, 7:30 p.m. 
Vocal Jazz Ensemble & Madrigal 
Singers, Auditorium, Ford Hall, 8: 15 
p.m. 
Kappa Gamma Psi Formal- Rush, 
Terrace 12 East Lounge, 9:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, 
February 15 
DAC-Black History Month, Meet-
ing, Conference Room, Egbert Hall, 
10 a.m. 
Career Planning, Graduating Stu-
dent Seminar, SMR, Egbert Hall, 
11 a.m. 
Latino Heritage Committee, Meet-
ing, DeMotte Room & Conference 
Room, Egbert Hall, 11 a.m. 
Career Planning, Successful In-
terviewing, Demotta, Egbert Hall, 
12 p.m. 
Accounting Club Board Meeting, 
SMR, Egbert Hall, 1 p.m. 
CC&SE/C, Set-Up Meeting, 
Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall, 12: 15 
p.m. 
CC&SE/C, Marketing Meeting, 
Conference Room, Egbert Hall, 1 :30 
p.m. 
Office of Minority Affairs Meet-
ing, NMR, Egbert Hall, 3 p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ, 
Small-Group Study, Conference 
Room, Egbert Hall, 4 p.m. 
CC&SE/C, Manager Meeting, 
NMR, Egbert Hall, 4:30 p.m. 
International Programs, Fresh-
man Ice Cream Social, Clark 
Lounge, Egbert Hall, 6 p.m. 
O.P.E.R.A., Speaker, Klingenstein 
Lounge, Egbert Hall, 6:30 p.m. 
CC&SE/C, Manager Dinner Meet-
ing, NMR, Egbert Hall, 6:30 p.m. 
lnfonnatlonal Meeting for tunlor 
and senlorpre-medlcel students, 
New Science Building 119, 7 p.m. 
Theatre Arts, Theatrical Perfor-
mance, "The Merry Wives of 
Windsor, u Hoerner Theatre, 
Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
Student Government Associa-
tion, Student Congress Meeting, 
NMR, Egbert Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
HIiiei/interfaith, Benefit Concert, 
Pub/Coffeehouse, 8:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
February-16 
CC&SE/C, Meeting, Conference 
Room, Egbert Hall, 11 a.m. 
Career Planning, Resume Writ-
ing, SMR, Egbert Hall, 1 p.m. 
CAMPUS CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
Accounting Club, NMR, Egbert Hall, Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. 
Ages Gerontology Group, DeMotte Room, Egbert Hall, Thursday, 
8:30p.m. 
AMA, Conference Room, Tuesday and Thursday 12 p.m. 
Animal Rights Education Action League, Friends 303, Monday, 7 p.m. 
Athletes In Action, Friends-307, Thursday, 12:05 p.m. 
BiGALA, Phillips Room, Muller Chapel, Thursday, 5:15 p.m. 
BOC, DeMotte Room, Egbert Hall, Monday, 8 p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ, Demotte Room, Egbert Hall, Wednesday, 
6:30 p.m. 
College Independents, Friends 102, Wednesday, 7 p.m. 
Daysprlng, North Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, Thursday, 7 p.m. 
Debate Team, Friends 201, Sunday and Wednesday, 3 p.m. 
Habitat for Humanity, ConferenceRoom, Egbert Hall, Thursday, 6 
p.m. 
HIiiei, Laub Room, Muller Chapel, Monday, 8:30 p.m. 
IC Asian American Student Organization, South Meeting Room, 
Egbert Hall, Thursday, 6 p.m. 
IC Environmental Society, Conference Room, Egbert Hall, Tuesday, 7 
p.m. 
IC Republlcans, South Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, Thursday, 8:30 p.m. 
IC Players Drama Club, Friends 303, Tuesday, 7 p.m. 
International Club, DeMotte Room, Egbert Hall, Tuesday, 8 p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon, Terrace 12 Lounge, Sunday, 9 p.m. 
Polltlcs Club, Friends 307, Tuesday, 7 p.m. 
RHA, South Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, Wednesday, 9 p.m. 
SAB, South Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, Tuesday, 12 p.m. 
SASP, SMR, Egbert Hall, Monday, 6 p.m. 
SGA, North Meeting Room, Egbert Hall, Tuesday, 8:15 p.m. 
Sign Language Club, Laub Room, Muller Chapel,. Tuesday, 
7p.m. 
• l ·' .,, 
Sport Sciences Club, Hill 60, Tuesday, 7 p.m. 
Diversity Awareness, Reading, 
Clark Lounge, Egbert Hall, 4 p.m. 
Ash Wednesday Services, Main 
Chapel, Muller Chapel, 5 p.m. · 
Protestant Community, Bible 
Study, Main Chapel, Muller Chapel, 
6:30 p.m. 
Visiting Multicultural Fellow Key-
note, Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall, 
8p.m. 
Catholic Community, J.O.Y. 
meeting, Laub Room, Muller 
Chapel, 8 p.m. 
Theatre Arts, Theatrical Perfor-
mance, Hoerner Theatre, 
Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
SGA, Budget Meeting, Conference 
Room, Egbert Hall, 8:15 p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon, Rush Party, Ter-
race 12 Lounge 100, 8:30 p.m. 
Sigma Alpha Iota Rush Party, Ter-
race 9, A-side Lounge, 9 p.m. 
Self-Defense Course, Sponsored 
by Recreational Sports and Office 
of Campus Safety, Gym #1, Hill 
Center, 8:30 p.m. 
Ongoing 
Events 
RHP School, Photography Gal-
lery Night Life Serles, ~arvey 
Ferdschnelder & BIii Cerney, Park 
Hall, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Handwerker Gallery, Ithaca Col-
lege Faculty Exhibition, Gannett 
Center, 10 a.m.-9 p.m. 
FREE TESTS! Rent - fi - flicl< of Ithaca 
\\!onckring how you arc going to do on the LSAT or(; RE'? 
< ·1111n· t:d,l· a prarlin· Olll' a11cl "l·'II ~ron it for _\1111. 
\\ l'
0 ll ,h,"1 _\IHI _\our ~tn·n:,.:th, :111d 111•;d,m·,,l.,. 
\\ 1·"11 hrl·:tl, _\ 11111' S\'t,n· dcl\111 In q11,·,tio11 t, pc·. 
\\l-'ll 111:11..l· ,11:,_::,:l·,ti1111, !11r i111pr11H·1nt·11t. 
'.\11 S:il,·, l'ilrh. '.\11 II_, p,· . 
. 111,t Ir,,. l'r;1,tin. 
·1 !I 1-: 
l'I{ I:\( TI ( )'.\~ 
1<1-.\'IL\V ~" 
272-21)()0 
--W'J < 11ik:,;,· \, ,. 
"t;1t11rd.1\ I chi ti.ti, ! 2 li-1111, ! :·(\ i'\l ·7-:1111 ]'\_!_ 
t "' 11l'il l 11i1,, ,it,·, ll111li,1t-r !Lill , \I:! .. ,! 'r"::' ( . , .,.,, 
I ', \ I : ({,.11111 111,, 
,;1n: 11, .. ,111 .112 
222 Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
2 Doors Down from Discount Beverage Store 
Your Complete Video Store 
277-2900 
CHECK US OUT 
Sega, Nintendo, & Super Nintendo Games 
Large Selection of New and Old Movies 
HOURS: Monday- Thursday: 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Friday: 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Saturday: 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Sunday: 12 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
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ACCENT 
Exploring life with AIDS: Panelists shed light on coping, emphasize awareness 
By Mark R. Guglielmo 
Ithacan Staff 
---- ---- ---------
A life on the street<; - teeming 
wi1J1 the clangers of unsafe sex -
exposed Kim to the naLion·s most 
dreaded disease. 
She described her dangerous 
lifestyle Tuesday night in the 
Emerson Suites during the sixth 
annual "Living With AIDS" forum, 
and she hoped to infonn a captive 
Ithaca College audienceaboul what 
it is like to cope with the disease. 
Four panelists- Kim, Wendy, 
Jeff and Butch -spoke to a packed 
room about how they acquired the 
virus, how their lives have changed, 
mul how others could avoid catch-
ing the infectious sickness. 
AncsLimaled l million U.S.citi-
zcns carry tl1e HIV virus. Of these, 
over 300,000 people have devel-
oped full-blown cases of AIDS, 
according to Nancy Caviness, the 
coordinator of the forum and a vol-
unteer at AIDS Work in downtown 
lthaca,oncofthe forum· s sponsors. 
This forum· s purpose wa<; not to 
mourn tl10sc claimed by the virus, 
or weep for the statistics. "(To-
night) we hear from people living 
with the disease," said Bruce 
Henderson, IC professor and chair 
of tllc AIDS Work-ing group on 
campus, "and I stress the word 'liv-
ing ... , 
The four panelist<; who appeared 
in the forum did not exactly fit the 
stereotype attached to carriers of 
tlle disease. 
They were not carried onto the 
platform, they did not look emaci-
ated or prone to sickness, there were 
no blotches on their skin. They were 
identical in every way to tllc audi-
ence -except they carry ciU1cr tlle 
HIV or AIDS virus. 
The participants made a point of 
emphasizing the need for AIDS 
awareness. Kim, a 39-year-old 
single motherof two hcaltlly young 
boys, explained her reason for join-
ing the informative forum: to do 
"[Tonight] we hear 
from people living with 
the disease, and I stress 
the word 'living.'" 
-Bruce Henderson, 
IC professor and chair of 
the AIDS Work-ing group 
on campus. 
what she can to educate people 1md 
remove tl1e social stigmm; surround-
ing AIDS. 
'Tm white, female, hetero-
sexual, and I've nevcruscd i. v .drugs 
or had a hlood transfusion," she 
said, "I shatter every myth tllerc is 
ahout who has tlle AIDS virus." 
The panelists also could not 
stress enough the perils that could 
lead young people to be al risk of 
catching tlle HIV virus. 
They described vivid images of 
a wild life on the streets, rampant 
promiscuity, and dangerous needle-
See "AIDS Forum," page 16 
'Moral responsibility' 
Museum provides constant reminder of 
Holocaust horrors and repercussions 
By Magda Konig 
Ithacan Contributor 
Magda Konig, H & S '94, went 
on l'ist weekend's trip to the Ho-
locaust Museum in Washington, 
D.C. This is her reaction to tlze 
experience. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. - S i x 
million lives. Who can compre-
hend the madness of lhis num-
ber? I have trouble visualizing 
more than 100 (tlle average tum 
out at some school event) . 
When I went on this trip, I 
wondered why. I had seen so 
much terror before. Raised as a 
Jew, I was taught about the Ho-
locaust repeatedly. When I went 
to see a Jewish friend of mine be 
relayed the same thing. "But 
haven't you already seen this?" 
The question of going on this 
trip was repealed again when I 
arrived in my place of residence 
after tlle trip. I called my parents. 
My mother asked how the trip 
was. Because of my busy sched-
ule I said, "I don't know whetller 
il was worth my time but ... " 
A CCE.\T O.\' ••• 
Kerri Gilder 
Physical Therapy '96 
Born: September 25, 1973, 
Stanford, CA. 
Accomplishment you are 
most proud of: Getting into 
the PT program here at IC 
What would you be doing 
if you weren't at IC: 
Attending New Mexico 
State University, then go to 
medical school 
Secret vice: I stole mail 
when I was little 
What I'd like to get-around 
I I 
When I went through 
COMMENTARY "Danial'sStory,"oneoftllemost 
_ _ powerfulcxbibitsinthcmuscum, 
My mother responded, "You I heard this said: "One million 
wenttotllisbecausclhishappcned." children died in the Holocaust. 
My great gran~rs ·we!fe mur- This would oo like-emptying a 
clered- gassed. My grandparents schooleverydayforeightyears." 
luckily escaped. Thal is why I am Evcryonehasamoralrespon-
alive. sibility to visit tllis museum. 
Then my motller relayed to me We need to remember be-
how at a movie theater, not even a cause tlle horror can happen 
mile from my house in Texas, neo- again. Some of the background 
Nazi skinheads were marching, pro- events that led up to it are at-
testing Schindler's List. ready happening around us. 
They were saying things like, "It Somehow, there is always a 
pays to get gassed," and that tlle scapegoat used to blame life's 
holocaust didn't happen. I always problems on. 
believed if the hatred came from a The horror of the holocaust is 
group far from my home it didn't not a mytl1 (no one could make 
exist or affect me. I was wrong. up such a nightmare). The Ho-
After spending six hours sur- locaust is a reality and il can 
rounded by remembrances of ha- happen again. Lest we forget 
tred, horror and death, I could not what man can do. 
believe tllat anyone would believe Plea<;e remember the deaths 
that the holocaust didn't happen. oftllcmillionsofinnoccntpeoplc 
Even now, I have not recovered who died because they were not 
from the pictures and voices I expe- considered a part of tllc master 
rienced, reliving the nightmare at race. 
the muscwn. Everyone looked like Do not let tllc memory die 
my relative. 
to doing: Touring the U.S. 
Things you can do without: 
Soap operas in real life 
Person you'd most like to 
have dinner with: Hillary 
Clinton 
Who would play you in a 
movie: Kimmy (from Full 
House) 
What TV show you wouldn't 
miss: Psychic Friends 
Network 
Three things that can always 
be found in your 
refrigerator: Ice cream, 
cookie dough, 7-UP 
OUl. 
·.,;·, 
Ithaca's best kept secret: 
"The Creeker" and Delta 
Your biggest pet _peeve 
about Ithaca: The gray 
skies, no sunshine 
People may be surprised 
to know that I: am from 
Albequerque, NM. Yes it is 
part of the U.S.A.! 
The Ithacan/Jaimie Beach 
Left to right: Nancy Caviness, AIDS panel coordinator end IC 
: lecturer and panelists Wendy Richardson and Jeff Hopkins. 
The changing face 
of eating disorders 
Nutrition clinic to help identify 
symptoms of anorexia and bulimia 
By Sarah Nix 
Ithacan Staff 
Mention anorexia, and most 
people conjure the image of a girl 
who is excessively thin and un-
healthy. In reality, many anorexics 
look healtlly and as if they arc close 
to normal weight. 
In fact, one-third of all college 
females have eating disorders, ac-
cording lo Caroline Hodges, dircc-
torofthe Nutrition Clinic in Elmira. 
Given the large population of 
women on this campus one would 
tllink there was a need for some sort 
of help. Later tllis monUl it will 
arrive in the form of a nutrition 
clinic set up in Hammond Healtll 
Center. 
Hodges said anorexics are not 
classified on how they look, but on 
how tlley think. "The thoughts in 
her head run all day long - 'don't 
eat, exercise, don' l wear that be-
cause it makes you look fat,"' she 
said. "They don't realize that these 
thoughts are not normal." 
Hodges runs Ulc clinic in Elmira, 
another al Cornell and will run tlle 
clinic opening on the ltlmca Col-
lege campus later Ulis month. She 
was at the College on Thursday, 
Feb. 3, speaking to U1e Athletic 
Trainers about the common signs 
of anorexia and bulimia. The train-
ers are often the first to notice symp-
toms of eating disorders among their 
aU1lctcs. 
Eating disorders arc a relatively 
new topic al the clinic. It opened in 
1985 as a weight management pro-
gram, and in 1988 began to treat 
compulsive eating disorders. The 
outreach program at Cornell opened 
in January, 1993. The clinic will 
open in IC s Hammond Healtll Cen-
ter sometime in late February. 
HodgcssaidtlleclinicsatComell 
and IC deal only with eating disor-
ders. Students can ei thcr refer them-
selves by calling tl1e clinic in Elmira 
or getting a referral tllrough Ulc 
healtll center. "We have a physi-
cian, nurse, dietician, tl1crapisl and 
"Most eating disor-
ders develop out of 
patterns learned early 
in life, either from 
watching parents with 
eating disorders, or 
from too much pressure 
from parents to fulfill a 
certain body type. " 
-Caroline Hodges, 
director, 
Nutrition Clinic in Elmira 
physiologist on staff which makes 
us a multi-disciplinary clinic," 
Hodges said. "They currently see 
between 7,000 and 8,000 patient<; at 
our Ehmra clinic." 
Between 10-15 patients wiU1 
eating disorders receive treatment 
at Cornell. One of tl1osc patient-;, 
Jessica '94, is a corporate commu-
nications major al IC. "I have been 
classified as a compulsive overeater 
with bulimia," Jessica said. "Each 
week I meet with a nutritiomst for a 
half hour aud a tllerapist for :m 
hour." 
Although U1e dmic opcnmg on 
this campm, will he closer for her. 
Jessica said she will probahly con-
tinue to travel to Comell in order to 
maintain confidenliaJity. "Some-
times I even miss the hour 1md a half 
drive to and from Ehmra," she said. 
"It would give me a ch:mce to tllmk 
about Ule sessions." 
Hodges said the counselors do 
not try to lake away someone's prob-
lem, tllcy attempt lo gt vc tllc patient 
control over it. "We work on cm-
powcnnent," she said, "giving them 
tllc power to give up tllcirdisorders, 
to give them as much control as 
possible." 
It is easier lo sec U1at bulimics 
have a problem, Hodges added, 
because they know that their be-
havior is not nonnal. "Bulimics 
want to ·get rid' of the food they 
just took in," she said. "Any time 
See "Nutrition," next page 
/ 
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Labors of love: Candy hearts and Valentine's Day cards tools of the trade for young lovers 
By Tim Duggan 
Ithacan Contributor 
Our story today begins with a 
young boy, a boy busily doing what-
ever it is that first graders do with 
their free time. Innocent, carefree 
and happy, he is oblivious to the 
terrible danger which, even as he 
plays on the slide with his friend<;, is 
slowly coming toward him. 
Oh, things look safe enough for 
him; the playground at recess is a 
haven for little boys, guarded by 
teachers and parenL<; whose sole 
duty in life, it seems, is to keep them 
safe. But even they arc helpless 
against tl1e evil forces with which 
our young hero must soon deal. 
"H1 Tim. I've been looking all 
over for you." The danger should 
have become clear to me then, as I 
turned and found myself staring at 
the cute face of young Sally Devin. 
But I was young and stupid, so the 
coincidence of a girl looking for me 
and the date being Feb. 12 dido' t hit 
home until it was too late. 
"Oh, hi," 1 said. I didn't really 
know what to make of the situation, 
so I did something that I wish I 
could still remember how to do -
I shut up and let her talk. 
"I was just wondering, I mean 
with it being Valentine's Day and 
all tomorrow (Sally never was too 
bright), if, um ... well, here." She 
pulled her little hand out from be-
hind her back and gave me a tiny 
card. "Don'topenit 'tillafterschool, 
okay?" And then she was gone. 
I opened the envelope as soon as 
she was out of sight, and gasped in 
honor at what I saw. A big picture 
of a heart that folded open to say 
"Be my Valentine" across the top. 
Inside, in the sloppy scrawl that I 
assumed wa<; Sally's handwriting, 
those words appeared again, and 
under them were two more: "Love, 
Sally." Though I was only six, I 
immediately recogni1.ed this card 
as a sign that I was, undeniably, 
screwed. 
I tried not to look at her in class, 
but then I started thinking that 
maybe it was obvious that I wasn't 
looking at her, so I stared straight at 
her for a few minutes. 
But that was pretty obvious, too, 
and when she started looking back 
at me, I started ignoring her again. 
I HUMOR I 
Then I stared. Then I ignored. Then 
I stared. Then I ignored. Preuy soon 
I was ready for a nervous break-
down. I put my head down on my 
desk and shut my eyes; when I 
opened them, everybody was look-
ing atme. 
"I'm sorry, Mr. Duggan, am I 
boring you?" Ms. Smith, my 
teacher, was standing over me as 
she spoke. "Would you like to go 
somewhere elseT' Damn right I 
would, but of course I couldn't say 
that. 
So I found myself mumbling 
sometlling about the class being 
great and exciting. Then I went 
back to avoiding Sally. And look-
ing at her. And so on. 
It was probably a half hour later 
when I found myself in the 
principal's office receiving a lec-
ture about paying attention. The 
holiday was still two days away, 
and it had already gotten me in 
trouble. I knew tllen thatl was at the 
mercy of forces far more powerful 
than myself. 
That night, I decided that if I was 
going to have a girlfriend (Obvi-
ously, if she gave.me a valentine 
she was now my girlfriend), Sally 
wasn'tabadonetohave.Shewasn't 
really dwnb, just sort of absent-
minded, and she was pretty cute, 
too. 
If it came to it, I guessed that I 
could live with marrying her. So I 
got her a Valentine's Day gift; it 
was a Qag of those liUle hearts with 
catchy slogans wriuen on them. The 
messages on mine were particu-
larly good: "Ilove you"and"You're 
sweet" and oilier neat stuff I never 
could have thought of by myself. 
The next day was hell. I won't 
go into detail, but it involved me 
hearing endless verses of that damn 
song about two kids kissing in a 
tree. My secret was out Even my 
best friend Jon was laughing at me. 
When school finally ended, I 
crawled home, a defeated man. • 
The next day was it: Valentine's 
Day. I put the bag of candy hearts 
and all the cards I had to hand out 
into my backpack and set out for 
school. By the time I'd finished the 
five minute walk, my stomach felt 
like I'd eaten a five course meal at 
the Dining Hall. I was five minutes 
late for class, and everyone had 
already started handing out their 
valentines. I made one of the liUle 
tinfoil mailboxes that everyone had 
to have, and then started putting my 
cards into everyone else's boxes. 
My heart was pounding when I 
put the card and candy into Sally's 
box, butatleastshewasn'tstanding 
there watching. But wait a minute, 
where was she? I looked around the 
room and found her in the comer in 
back. Holding hands with Bill 
Elman! 
So I did the only thing I could 
do: grabbed the candy out of her 
box and gave it to Becky Jenson. 
Tums out Becky was mad about it; 
she liked Todd Holden. Sally was 
furious. Bill Elman was her cousin. 
Looking back. it could have been 
worse. I could have been hit by a 
car, or maimed in a freak rubber 
cement accident But I wasn't. and 
instead I'd started myself down the 
long road to Valentine's Day hap-
piness that we all have to travel. 
Too bad I was going the wrong 
way. 
Nutrition-----------------------------------
continued from previous page 
you hear someone say they need to 
'get rid' of something they just ate, 
that is a clear indicator of bulimia." 
Anorexics, however, will exer-
cise, starve themselves, or eat very 
little. Sometimes this behavior 
seems typical, particularly in ath-
letes. "Atlllctes can become com-
pulsive exercisers," Hodges said. 
"Society, coaches and team mem-
bers all encourage this behavior. 
"Extra work is not seen as differ-
ent." 
According to Hodges, a new pa-
tient undergoes an initial assess-
ment consisting of a metabolic pro-
file and a body composition analy-
sis. Many tilings can be derived 
from these tests: organ tissue com-
ponents, immune system deteriora-
tion, and dehydration of tile body 
due to binging and purging. 
Hodges related one story of a 
14- year-old patient who fell out of 
a chair. The girl had a stress fracture 
because she had developed the 
bones of a 70-year-old woman due 
to deteriorated bone structure. 
"Most eating disorders develop out 
of patterns learned early in life, 
eitller from watching parents with 
eating disorders, or from too much 
pressure from parents to fulfill a 
certain body type," Hodges said. 
Compulsive over/undcrcaters 
also tend to be perfectionists, im-
pulsive, and shoplifters, Hodges 
said. They experience mood swings 
Sta1rMaster 
Treadmills 
Life Cycles 
Showers 
Saunas 
Jacuzzi 
Sw1mmmg 
Privileges 
and deep depressions because of 
malnourishment and physiological 
effects. "Anorexics can have fears 
of social situations that involve eat-
ing and food,"she said. "They will 
pick at their food or cut it into small 
pieces, and can be very irritable 
during mealtimes." 
The average treatment for a 
woman with an eating disorder is 
between two and five years. Yet 
even after a patient with an eating 
disorder has been treated it can be 
very difficult to just get back into a 
"normal" lifestyle. For most eating 
disorder sufferers it has been a part 
of them for so long, the healing 
process can be endless. 
"The best thing you can do to 
help is be supportive and helpful," 
Hodges said. "It is a very shameful 
experience." 
For more infonnation on the clin-
ics call the center in Elmira at ( 607) 
732-5646, or the Hammond Health , 
Center at 274-3177. 
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Renaissance 'Romp' 
IC departments 
join to perform 
operatic classic 
By Ronnie Godneau 
Ithacan Contributor 
A self-important rich guy at-
tempts to seduce two married 
women. Each of the women dis-
covers his interest in the other. The 
two women dcvi~c a plan to out-
~mart and cmharrass him. All on 
the next episode of Melrost' Place'! 
Actually, it"s all a part of "The 
Merry Wives of Windsor," Ithaca 
College's production of Otto 
Nicolai"s operatic adaptation of 
Shakespeare's classic play. 
1l1c play centers around Falstaff, 
the famous knight Shakespeare in-
troduced in his early historical plays 
and killed off in "Henry V"'. 
The character was so popular in 
England at the time, legend has it 
that Queen Elizabeth I herself re-
quested a play in which Falstaff 
would fall in love. And so he was 
resurrected for "Merry Wives of 
Windsor," Shakespeare's comic 
sendup of aristocratic vs. middle 
class values. 
Dillingham' s production, which 
is being produced in conjunction 
with the School of Music, sticks 
close to the original. 
However, director Earl 
McCarrol said this version will be 
more operatic and less 
Shakespearean. 
McCarrol added !hat while the 
opera rarely is performed in the 
United States, itis frequently staged 
inGennany. 
Contrary to most Dillingham 
Photo courtesy of Cynthia Folkers 
Pictured from left to right are Wendra L. Trowbridge, Michelle E. 
Allen and Michael Reder '94 during a rehearsal for IC Theatre's 
production of 'The Merry Wives of Windsor'. 
productions,only two singing mem-
bers of the cast arc theater studenL<;. 
The other ca<;t members are music 
majors. 
The play is double-cast, with 
the casts pcrfonning on alternate 
nights. 
The part of Falstaff will be shared 
by Allen Bishop '94 and Michael 
Reder '94, while Allan Naplan '94 
will be pcrfonning the part of Mr. 
Ford at all perfonnanccs. Barbara 
Marino and Wendra Trowbridge 
share the part of Mrs. Ford. 
The production boasts a full 
orchestra in the pit and also will 
feature the talents of the Ithaca 
Children's Chorus. 
McCarrol said operas are prob-
ably the most elaborate theatrical 
events produced at Ithaca College. 
The large cast, full orchestrn, 
multiple sets and costume~ com-
hine to present many challenges to 
the entire ca<;l and crew. 
Still, despite the spectacle of 
shows like "Merry Wives of 
Windsor," McCarrol said he felt 
they often are prejudged by the gen-
eral public. "People hear the word 
opera or Shakespeare," be said, 
"they think it is instantly highbrow." 
McCarrol said "Merry Wives" 
is neither highbrow nor serious. "It's 
a complete romp," he said. "It's all 
very light" 
Performances in the Hoerner 
TheaterbeginTuesday,Feb.15 and 
run through Saturday, Feb.19, wilh 
showtimes at 8 p.m. each evening 
and a Saturday matinee at 2 p.m. 
Tickets are currently on sale al 
the Dillingham box office. For more 
infonnation call 274-3224. 
Music mirrors-history 
Pulitzer composer speaks of examining current trends 
By Andrea Potochniak 
Ithacan Staff 
Jacob Druckman, Pulitzer Prize-
winning composer believes that 
modern music renecL'> the changes 
occurring in history. He discussed 
this idea, along with his own works, 
al a public lecture last Monday, 
Feb. 7 in Ford Hall. This idea will 
be the focus of an upcoming lecture 
when Druckmm1 returns lo ltl1aca 
College in March, but during this 
visit he chose to present two per-
sonal projccLc;, one inlluenccd by 
history and ,mother mlluenced hy a 
drcmn. 
'Tm a believer m zeitgeist ... in 
historic necessity, a time when 
things have to happen,"· said 
Druckman, who said he lived 
through a "couple of periods" in 
both history and music. With this in 
mind, he introduced his 1974 com-
position "Lamia," written two years 
after he won lhe Pulitzer Prize for 
"Windows," his firsl large orches-
tral work. 
Druckman said "Lamia" was 
written with a sense of revolution, 
of breaking boundaries. He joked 
that 1974 w~ part of the '60's, in 
tenns of altilude and style. "The 
60's lasted until '76," he said. 
After "Windows," which 
Druckman called very complicat.ed, 
modern, and difficull, Druckman 
said he wanled to gain complexity. 
without writing complexly. 
The resull was "Lamia." 
Druckman achieved this complex-
ity by dividing the orchestra un-
evenly. creating a "splinter group" 
of thirteen musicians with their own 
separate conductor. The text, writ-
ten for soprano voice, was written 
., ~-
) 
The Ithacan/Craig Lewis 
Jacob Druckman, Pulitzer Prize winning composer, delivered a 
public lecture at Ford Hall last Monday, Feb. 7. 
in Latin and French, and involved 
the legend of the sorceress Medea. 
The soprano is c;L<;l as Medea, who 
makes ··musical mischief· around 
lhe orchestra, Druckmm1 said. 
Druckman said these distin-
guishing clement<; made "Lamia" 
one of his best works. However, he 
said he can never again use those 
techniques, keeping with his belief 
that each piece reflects a very spe-
cific period of time. 
"Seraphic Games," the second 
piece presented, wa<; written in 1992 
and was hascd on a dream, 
Druckman said. Using tius inspira-
tion was very personal, he said, and 
also a new techni4ue for ti1e com-
poser. The dream, and ti1e music, 
represent "a scene in heaven," 
Druckman said, "super angels play-
ing cosmic chess, hurling timnder-
bolts capable of destroying whole 
worlds." 
Despite this ethereal idea, 
See "Composer," next page 
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AIDS Forum----------------------- Composer 
Continued from page 13 
sharing. 
Jeffisa towering man who walks 
only with the aid of crutches. "It's 
people in my position that can save 
other people from making the same 
mistakes I did," he said. "If I can 
save just one person, then I've ac-
complished my goal." 
Wendy immediately struck a 
chord when she revealed that this 
year's forum washer sixth. Dressed 
conservatively and radiating opti-
mism, only her heavy, raspy breath-
ing and sometimes slurred speech 
betrayed her guise of health. 
Nevertheless, Wendy'shopeful-
ness remained. "This is my land-
mark," she said. "I made it back to 
Ithaca College for one more year." 
'Tm not going to be one of the 
statistics," added Jeff. "I'm not go-
ing to be like my 13 friends that 
have already died. I'm going to 
make it through this and I'm going 
to be here for the cure." 
Perhaps the most stirring testi-
mony was given by Butch. At 20, 
he portrays the most important and 
scariest example of who AIDS can 
affect. 
Butch revealed a life in which 
he, like many other teen-agers, felt 
invincible. 'These things cannot 
happen to me," was bis motto. But. 
after Butch turned 16, a chance 
sexual encounter left him with the 
HIV virus. 
When describing the constant 
rejection he faced - from peers 
and teachers at school, and then 
from his own parents - Butch 
evoked emotions that left several 
"It's people in my 
position that can save 
other people from mak-
ing the same mistakes I 
did. If I can save just 
one person, than I've 
accomplished my goal. " 
-Jeff Hopkins, 
AIDS forum panelist 
members of the audience in tears. 
He revealed bow be was told to 
leave high school because he posed 
a "fear and a threat" to the other 
students. An audible gasp was heard 
when Butch said his parents "dis-
owned" him after they discovered 
bis condition. 
Even in the face of adversity, 
Butch said be would not succumb 
to the fear and naiv~ of the public. 
"It's my parents loss," he said. "I 
don't have the time to deal with 
their ignorance." 
Butch noted that not everyone 
is as closed-minded: "I now have 
two wonderful stepparents who are 
very supportive of me," he said. 
Not every moment of these four 
peoples' lives is filled with fear and 
paranoia. Yes, they must pay astro-
nomical medical fees and yes, they 
must worry about possible illnesses. 
But Jeff is entering bis final semes-
ter at Tompkins Cortland Commu-
nity College and Kim is still raising 
two teen-age boys. 
Bute~ is enjoying a renewed life 
with his new family and Wendy 
exemplifies a striking example of 
stamina and courage by attending 
the panel year after year. 
Continued from previous page 
Druckman also used the premise of 
tb.e "Golden Mean" in this work. 
The concept involves the use of 
mathematical proportions as found 
in nature, a technique also used in 
Greek architecture. 
Druckman, currently Professor 
of Composition at Yale University, 
was named the 1993-94 KarelHusa 
Visiting Professor of Compostion. 
The postion was created in honor 
of former Ithaca College professor, 
Pulitzer Prize winner Karel Husa, 
who taught at Ithaca from 1967 to 
1986. 
Druckman will return to con-
tinue his residency in March, which 
includes further lectures as well as 
teaching classes and meeting with 
students individually. 
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MOVIE LISTINGS 
February 11-16 
Top of the 'List' 
Spielberg's stark epic gives personal side to Holocaust 
Cinemapolis 277-6115 
In The Name of the Father - Daily al 7:00, 9:35 
Shadowlands - Daily at 7:00, 9:35 
Fall Creek 272-1256 
The Remains of the Day - Daily at 9:35 
I'll Do Anything - Daily at 7:15, 9:35 
Dazed and Confused - Daily at 10:15 
Short Cuts- Daily at 7:00 
The Piano- Daily al 7:00 
IPAC /State Theatre 273-2781 
CALL THEATRE FOR SHOWTIMES 
The Last Butterfly 
Six Degrees of Separation 
Hoyt's Pyramid Mall 257-2700 
CALL THEATRE FOR SHOWTIMES 
Ace Ventura: Pet Detective 
My Girl 2 
Blank Check 
Schindler's List 
My Father, The Hero 
Philadelphia 
Mrs. Doubtfire 
Cornell ·Cinema 255-3522 
Manhattan Murder Mystery- Fri. at 9:35; Sat. 
at 10:00 
The Killer- Friday at 10:25; Sat. at Mid. 
Barjo - Friday at 7:30 
SAB Weekend Films 274-1386 
Much Ado About Nothing - Fri., Sat., Sun. at 
7:00,9:30 . 
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By Brad Barton 
Ithacan Staff 
Nearly every aspect of Schindler's List 
would seem to be as unappealing as possible 
to audiences. At three-and-a-half hours and 
shot in uncommercial black-and-white, the 
film boasts no major stars. Plus Steven 
Spielberg, notorious for candy-coating bis 
pop hits, is at the helm of this deadly serious 
tale of the Holocaust. 
Yesterday, the film received 12 Academy 
Award nominations, including Best Picture. 
The simple reason for all this attention is that 
Schindler's List is the best film of the year. 
Liam Neeson plays Oskar Schindler, a 
German industrialist who capitalizes on the 
Jewish slave labor of the Nazi-imposed 
Krakow ghetto. Schindler wines and dines his 
way into valuable military contracts and en-
lists Itzbak Stem, played by Ben Kingsley, a 
Jewish accountant, to run his manufacturing 
plant. The factory's success pays for 
Schindler' s excesses as he parties among the 
Nazi elite. But for the 350 workers Stem 
assembles to work the plant, the factory is a 
welcome respite from the nightmarish living 
conditions of the ghetto. 
Although the Jews optimistically maintain 
that "things can't get worse," they are repeat-
edly proven wrong, most dramatically with 
the liquidation of the ghetto and subsequent 
relocation at the Plaszow forced labor camp. 
After witnessing the forced evacuation of 
Krakow, Schindler begins to discover his 
humanity in the face of the inhuman Nazi 
campaign. 
The cartoon-like Nazis of Spielberg's "In-
diana Jones" .films are distant cousins of the 
fearsome SS of Schindler's List. Spielberg 
allows them to show individual personality 
rather than dissolve into one giant wave of 
oppression. More importantly, every Jewish 
face also comes with a name, as well as a 
strength of character. Throughout the con-
tinuous horrors to which they're subjected, 
MOVIE REVIEW 
Schindler's List 
Directed by Steven Spielberg 
The lthacanratesmov1esonascalelrom 1 to 10, 
with 10 being the best 
the Jews maintain a personal dignity, willing 
to endure anything as long as it guarantees 
survival. 
Spielberg successfully places the audi-
ence within the experiences of the Jews, 
whether it's a joyous wedding celebration in 
the concentration camp barracks or the terri-
fying entrance into the "disinfection cham-
ber" of Auschwitz. 
Much of the film has a documentary feel, 
particularly due to the black-and-white film 
stock and the infonnational intcrtitlcs. Plus, 
Spielberg and cinematographer Janusz 
Kaminski frequently utilize what seems like 
an unplanned and spontaneous filming style 
as shocked by the random violence a<; the 
Jews who wiu1ess it firsthand. 
The pcrfonnances all arc unifonnly im-
pressive and quite subtle. Kingsley quietly 
underplays his exchanges with Schindler, 
only to emerge as a leader among the other 
Jews. Neeson's tra:nsfonnation from a hate-
ful profiteer to the sole concerned citizen in a 
world based on genocide is also an under-
stated and personal perfonnancc. When the 
script finally calls for Schindler to comment 
on his Jewish sympathies, Neeson's perfor-
mance is charged with emotion and culmi-
nates in a remarkably powerful conclusion. 
In its portrayal of history, "Schindler's 
List" becomes history. It is the landmark 
against which all fictional Holocaust projects 
will be judged. When Schindler's List wins 
the Best Picture honors at the Academy 
Awards, it will be well-deserved . 
Shadow/ands 
Rating: 9 
• Anthony Hopkins gives yfl.. another 
astonishing performance aswriterC.S. Lewis 
inthistaleaboutthewriter'sloveaffairwith 
American poet Joy Grisham. Hopkins gives 
Lewis athroo-dimentionalcharocter, one 
whose octions cannot always be judged as 
good or bad. Despite a prolonged ending, the 
filmtransends its stodgy setting and makes rts 
point about male-female relationships. 
Mrs. Doubtfire 
Rating: 5 
• Continuing ~sarnazing box-office run is this 
uneven comedy about a actor and thecross-
dressing lengthsthat he will gototosee his 
children. Robin Williarnsisengagingasthe 
actor, but the film's plausibility wears thin real 
fastand~endsupbecomingalow-rent 
variation on Toolsie. Also,diredorChris 
Columbus's preachiness about divorce 
detractsattimesfromthelilm'sbrighttone. 
Still, the film has odd andfunnymoments. 
Much Ado About Nothing 
Rating: 9 
• Bright and spry, director/writer/star Kenneth 
Branagh provides grand entertainment adapted 
from Shakespeare's play. Having tackled the 
Bard's Henry V to fairly strong critical acclaim, 
one canonlyhopehedoesn1 get overlooked at 
Oscartimethisyear,despiteheavyweight 
competition.Branagh'swife,Oscarwinner 
Emma Thompson (who's had a busy year), 
shines along with a talented cast-except for 
Keanu Reeves, who is eternally damned in 
the diction department. 
Complied by Garrick Dion and 
Todd Williams. 
Student Activitie~ Board 
Positions Available for 1994-95 
Executive Chair 
Production 
Security 
Stage 
Research 
Tickets 
Hospitality 
Finance & Merchandising 
Advertising & Promotion 
Be part of planning the 
· Spring Concert! 
Executive Chair 
Special Events 
Cabaret 
Cultural & Performing Arts 
Films 
Humanities 
Showcase 
Speakers 
Travel 
Weekend Programming 
Advertising & Marketing 
Treasurer 
Applications available Thursday, Feb. 1 O, in the Student Activities Center, 
3rd floor Campus Center. 
For more information call 274-1621. 
I • 
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PERSONALS 
Ira, 
On this Valentine's Day 1994 
I wanted you to know how special 
you are no matter how near or far. 
I will always hold a place for you in 
my heart. 
Love always, 
Jenni 
Attention all women 
Find out what we're 
all about 
r6n 
Oh what a RUSH! 
Peeps 
Dear Sweet Knight: 
Happy St. Valentine's Day! 
The Mistress of the Bed 
Dear Sisters of r 6IT, 
Last week was great- Tonight will 
be awe~ome- iceskating and cook-
ies! Rush is going great. 
IL Y - Kristen 
FOR SALE 
TWO ROUND TRIP UNITED 
AIRPLANE TICKETS- SYRA-
CUSE TO DALLAS. CAN EX-
CHANGE FOR OTHER UNITED 
DESTINATIONS. $200.00EACH. 
TICKETS EXPIRE 5/19/94. 273-
3352. 
Ladies Fischer 170 skis, Look Bind-
ings, Poles Salomon boots size 
7 1/2, $100. 257-3148 evenings. 
CAMERA FOR SALE 
KS Super II with attachable I 00 ft. 
zoom lens, 3 1/2 yrs. old, EXCEL-
LENT condition! 275-2978. 
SUBLET 
Share large 3 bedroom. Consider-
ate, non-smoking professional/grad. 
Washer/Dryer. Carpool. $300 in-
cludes. 533-7046. 
SERVICES 
ECK Worship Service 
Sun. Feb. 13- 11 a.m. 
Ithaca Sheraton 
Topic: The Eternal Moment 
Sponsored by New York Sutsana 
Society 
Affiliate of Eckankar 
A SINGING TELEGRAM can be 
delivered to your Valentine for 
Valentines Day. Witty, warm, won-
derful, personalized. Call Personal 
Touch Singing Telegr'ams 273-
4175. 
Long Stemmed Red Roses fresh 
from Ecuador with babies breath -
Boxed with ribbon only $45. Order 
early - Free delivery. Call 257-
6596 
ti' 10-MONTH LEASE 
ti' FREE PARKING ti' LAUNDROMAT 
Rent as low as $220/month 
Call Gary 
273-7082 or 277-7000 
Student 
Rentals 
Furnished Apartments 
Walking Distance to IC 
272-1115 
February 10, 1994 
CLASSIFIEDS 
SPRING BREAK!!! Complete 
packages to Cancun, Bahamas, 
South Padre Island. UNBEA T-
ABLE PRICES!!! Staff on 
location, club admission dis-
counts, parties, etc. Call Tours 
Unlimited 1-800-734-4800. 
SPRING BREAK! LAST 
CHANCE! BOOK SPECIAL 
RA TES TO JAMAICA, 
CANCUN! NO ADD ONS! NO 
LATE FEES! ASK ABOUT 
BAHAMAS, S.PADRE, 
FLORIDA PROGRAMS! 
ORGANIZE A GROUP AND 
TRAVEL FREE! SUNSPLASH 
1-800-426-7710. 
FOR RENT 
For Rent March I through July 31. 
Spacious furnished two-bedroom 
apartment on South Hill. Large 
Kitchen, Bath. 3-minute walk to 
Commons. Perfect for IC student. 
Call Kathy at 272-0361. 
THE OLD CIGAR FACTORY 
Ithaca Commons. Large, modem, 
one, and two bedrooms. New fur-
niture. Big windows facing Com-
mons. Bus to IC at comer. 273-
9462. 
ITHACA COMMONS 
Large I, 2 and 3 bedrooms. New 
furniture. Balcony. High ceilings. 
Bus to IC at corner. 273-9462. 
Darkoom Equipped. $200 per 
month. Includes utilities. Down-
town Ithaca. Other offices avail-
able. 1-589-7870. 
FANTASTIC ONE AND TWO 
BEDROOM apartments for Aug. 
·~4 206 Prospect Street, Laundry/ 
Parking 273-7368. 
1-2-&3 BEDROOM WEST 
SHORE APARTMENTS- Enjoy 
Cayuga Lake. glass/beach/dock 
Available June 273-7368. 
Furnished apartments, walking dis-
tance to I.C. 272-1115. 
Furnished 3-bedroom duplex, well 
maintained, walk to campus, off-
street parking, $700 plus. Call eve-
nings 273-7899. 
7 - Bedroom furnished house. E. 
State near commons. AvailableJune 
I. Laundry. Off-street parking. 
Two kit/Bath.273-2814. 
DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE 2 
apartments-each for 6-7 people. 2 
great locations-each has 2 kitch-
ens, 2 bathrooms, large bedrooms, 
free parking, laundry. $260-$3 I 0 
per person. Hurry, call 273-4781. 
4Bedroom House. BottomofS.Hill. 
273-7302. Available 8/94. 
126 Hudson St. Efficiency Apt. 
$400+/month. Available 7 /1 /94-6/ 
30/95. Call 272-4146. 
FUNTASTIC 3 BEDROOM 
Large rooms, lots of features, top 
condition! Between IC and Com-
mons! $260-$290 per person. Avail-
able June. 273-4781. 
505 S. Aurora. Available 7/l/94-
6/30/95. 4 bedroom furnished, 
laundry, off-street parking. 
$ I 200+/month. Call 272-4 I 46. 
3 bedroom!! 
* Spacious 
* Furnishe<l 
* Wood Floors 
* FREE CABLE 
* Available Spring & Fall '94 
* Includes Heat & Hot Water 
* $275/person 
277-6961 
8 or 9 Bedroom ! ! 
* Fully Furnished 
* Spacious Bright Bedrooms 
* Washer/Dryer 
* $290/person 
277-6961 
*5 Bedroom 
*Fully furnished 
*Wood floors 
*Laundry 
*$260/person 
*277-6961 
*2-3-4-5 bedrooms 
*Near Commons & bus 
*Fully furnished 
* 10- I 2 month lease 
* As low as $240/person 
*277-6961 
HOUSES FOR RENT Available 
June I. South HjU: Grandview 
Place. Spacious 4 bedroom house, 
two baths .. $230. per person plus 
utilities. Downtown:· W. Green 
Street. The best deal in Ithaca! Six 
bedrooms, two baths. Only $190. 
per person plus utilities. Both 
houses are fully furnished, with free 
laundry. Call 387-3928, 9am to 
9pm. 
205 Prospect Street. Furnished 
apartment for Rent- 3 Bedrooms. 
Call 272-2967. After 2:00, 273-
1650 call John. 
Rooms for rent- spring semester, 
walk or take bus furnished, laun-
dry, parking $300 including utili-
ties. 272-3832. 
94-95 2,3,4 and 6 bedroom clean 
furnished apartments. Parking, 
laundry. Walk or take bus halfway 
between campus and IC. 272-3832. 
Hudson Heights Wants You! Rent 
your own studio apartment for as 
low as $350 per month/everything 
included. Available August 16. Call 
now 272-7271 or 273-8473. 
TOWNHOUSES / APTS. 
FOR RENT '93 - '94 
• 3-4 BEDROOMS 
• DISHWASHER, WASHER/DRYER 
• 
IN EACH UNIT 
• LOTS OF PARKING 
• PRIME LOCATION 
• PLEASANT LIVING 
CONDITIONS 
CALL 
273-0553 • 
5-10PM 
277-3133 
10AM-4PM 
Unusual Contemporary 
Townhouse. 3-4 large bedrooms, 
2 baths, skylight entry, balcony, 
walled garden, free heated garage. 
Free additional parking. Pets al-
lowed. Walk to Cornell, IC, Com-
mons, and buses. From $1,000. 
257-7077.Four bedroom houses, 
townhouses, apartments available 
in June and August, quality hous-
ing, great locations, walk to cam-
pus. 273-9300. 
2 and 3 Bedroom, Furnished and 
remodeled South Hill Apt. IO month 
lease. Please call 272-9185. 
HOUSES FOR RENT. PROS-
PECT STREET AND HILL VIEW 
PLACE. 2 three Bedroom apart-
ments or a 6 person house also I 
five person house also I six person 
house. Call: 273-5370. 
New 3 bedroom apartments, fur-
nished. 2 blocks from Commons, 2 
baths, energy efficient. Unique con-
temporaries, balconies. Parking. 
$285-300 per month. 277-6260. 
3 BEDROOM OR 6 BEDROOM 
LOVELY FURNISHED APART-
MENT Living room, dining room, 
balcony, dishwasher, microwave, 
just down the hill from campus, 
near the Commons. Bus and park-
ing available. $285 per person. Au-
gust '94. 272-7891, ask for Mary. 
HILL VIEW +MORE 
2,3,4 and 5 bedroom furnished 
apartments or houses some with 
covered parking, onsite laundry, 
wall to wall carpeting, spacious 
rooms, large closets, on bus route, 
starting at $240 per person. A 
GREATLOCATIONFORIC. 10 
or 12 month leases. James E. 
Gardner, Jr. 277-3232. 
• 
LUXURY TOWNHOUSES 
3 bedrooms I 1/2 baths furnished 
townhouses on South Hill. Washer, 
dryer, microwave, hardwood floors, 
patio and parking. Available for 
June or August leases from $285 
per person. James E. Gardner, Jr. 
277-3232. 
'94-'95 Starting August I st, 6Bed-
room furnished house downtown, 6 
parking, 2 kitchen, 2 living room, 
free laundry. $280 including all. 
Call 272- I 13 I. 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
GREAT FUN, GREAT EXPERI-
ENCE, GREAT SALARIES! 
Cabin Counselors and Specialists 
for Excellent PA Overnight 
Children's Camp Located 35 miles 
outside of Philadelphia. Call Cam-
pus Rep. Brett 256-0470. 
Pennsylvania coed children's over-
night camp seeks staff. Swim, 
crafts, radio, golf, nature, sailing, 
tennis, sports, archery, general. 
Mark Glaser 16 Gum Tree 
Lane.Lafayette Hill, a. 19444 ( 6 I 0-
941-0128) 
Natural Health Supplement Com-
pany looking for representative on 
campus. Commissions. Call Josh: 
277-7699. 
SPRING BREAK- From $299 
Includes: Air, 7 nights Hotel, 
Transfers, Parties and More! 
Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun, 
Jamaica, San Juan. Earn FREE 
trip plus commissions as our 
campus rep! 1-800-9-BEACH-1 
Classifieds continue on page 19 
• 
SOUTH HILL . 
APARTMENTS 
Ivlodern, carpeted, furnished, 
parking. 1-13 bedroon1s. 
272-3389 
• 
T.he·difference in-your··~o-sf-.> 
between'living at the .. 
CIRCLE. and-lfving 
downto~ or on camp~s · 
, co~ld".·be" the:·.cireJe·::'.·.-_ ' 
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COMICS 
\\'ET BEHIND THE EARS By KEVIN HYATT 
00~ l1E~El2.AT\ON. ts ~o 
AfATHET"lt o .... 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OP-
PORTUNITY -Camp Wayne Boys/ 
Girls, NE PA (3 hrs/NYC)- Sports 
oriented. Counselors/Specialist for 
all Land/Water Sports, Outdoor 
Rec, Computers, A&C, Video, Ra-
dio. Campus interviews on Wednes-
day, March 9. 
Write: 55 Channel Drive, Port 
Washington NY 11050-22 I 6orcall 
1-800-509-2267 or 516-883-3067. 
SPRING BREAK '94 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
DAYS INN*RAMADA INN 
HOLIDAY INN*CASA LOMA 
BAREFOOT*SUMMIT 
CONDO'S *PIER 99 
HAMPTON INN 
BEA CAMPUS 
REPRESENTATIVE EARN TOP 
COMMISSION & FREE TRIPS 
OR BOOK YOUR RESERV A-
TION DIRECT CALL TRAVEL 
ASSOCIATES l-800-558-3002 
******SPRING BREAK '94***** 
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida 
&Padre! I 10%LowestPriceGuar-
antee ! Organize 15 friends and your 
trip is FREE! TAKE A BREAK 
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-
7283. 
EARN $500 or more weekly stuff-
ing envelopes at home. Send long 
SASE to : Country Living Shop-
pers, Dept. H4 P.O. Box 1779, 
Denham Springs, LA 70727. 
600 CAMPS IN THE USA, RUS-
SIA AND EUROPE NEED YOU 
THIS SUMMER. For the best sum-
mer of your life - see your career 
center or contact: Camp Counse-
lors USA 420 Florence St. Palo 
Alto, CA 94301 800-999-2267 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Earn up to $2,000+/month working 
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour com-
panies. World Travel. Summer & 
Full-Time employment available. 
No experience necessary. For more 
information call 1-206-634-0468. 
ext. C5231. 
.. 1 
"Convertible! Convertible!" "Well, as usual, there goes Princess Luwana - always 
the center of attention .... You know, underneath that 
outer wrap, she·s held together with d_uct tape." 
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Athlete of the Week 
Lindsay-Leigh Bartyzel 
In a victory over McMasters 
University last weekend, gymnast 
Lindsay-Leigh 
Bartyzel posted 
her highest all-
around score of 
the season, with 
35.6. Bartyzel, a 
senior, also 
earned top honors 
in the floor 
exercise and the 
balance beam. 
The Bombers are 
currently ranked second in the 
Division Ill polls. 
Notables 
• Athletic director Bob Deming 
confirmed that there are tour 
candiates left for the football head 
coaching job previously held by Jim 
Butterfield. The four remaining 
candiates are Jerry Boyes, head 
coach at Buffalo State, Mike Welch, 
assistant coach at Ithaca, Bill Samko. 
head coach at University of the South 
and Dave Warmack, head coach at 
Kalamazoo College. Late Friday, the 
commitee with recomend a coach to 
the provost. 
• Senior Steve Dunham was named 
the Empire Athletic Association 
player of the week. It was the second 
time in three weeks that Dunham has 
won this honor. In the Bombers three 
victories last week, Dunham aver-
aged 18.7 points and shot 64.9 
percent. In Wednesday's win over 
Alfred, Dunham passed the 1000 
mark for career points. 
• In a loss against St. Lawrence last 
Saturday, senior center Malisa Sears 
scored a career-high 25 points and 
14 rebounds. With this performance 
Sears moved into 10th place on the 
school's career scoring list. 
• On Wednesday, February 16, Greg 
Ceccacci is hosting a self-defense 
course in the Ben Light Gym from 
8:30 to 9:30 p.m. Ceccacci, has been 
studying karate for 11 years and 
been teaching for six years. This 
course is one hour and teaches basic 
denfense techniques. The course is 
free and open to all students. If you 
have any questions call Greg 
Ceccacc1 at 275-4815. 
• In a men's swimming victory over 
RIT, sophomore Scott Orr finished 
first in the 500- and 1000-yard 
freestyle events. Also junior James 
Ward was victorious in the 200-yard 
freestyle and the 200-yard butterfly. 
Game of the Week 
Wrestling 
Ithaca vs Cortland 
Saturday, Feb. 12 
8 p.m. 
The Ithaca College Wreslting 
team which has dropped to third in 
the nation takes on rival Cortland this 
weekend. The Bombers are 6-2-1 
after a 22-15 loss to Cornell. Leading 
the Bombers are Kent Maslin, Chris 
Matteotti and Mike Murtha. 
Inside 
Wrestling ........................................ 21 
Gymnastics ............................. 21 
Track and Field ............................. 22 
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SPORTS 
Dunham reaches 1000 point mark 
With the win over Alfred, Ithaca is number six in the Eastern Regional Poll 
By Drew Marchand 
Ithacan Staff 
Senior captain Steve Dunham's 1000th 
career point Tuesday night. capped an undc-
f eated week for the Ithaca College men's 
ba-;kctball team. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
"If you had told me my freshman year that 
I would score 1000 poinL-;, l would have said 
no way," Dunham said. 
Dunham, needing 15 points to reach the 
l 000 mark, scored nine poinL-; in the lirst half 
as the Bombers raced out to a 48-20 lead. 
In tJ1c second half, Dunham reached the 
plateau on a .. classic Dunham" up and under 
move. This basket put him at 100 I points for 
his career. He finished the night with 21 
points in the game and 1006 career points. 
Dunham is the 11th Bomber to record 
1000 points and needs 75 points to pass 
Alden Chadwick 56' for l 0th on the career 
scoring list. 
The Bombers went on to win the game, 
76-64, however, Bombers' head coach Tom 
Baker did not like the second half perfor-
mance of his team. 
Alfred outscored Ithaca, 44-28 after the 
intennission. 
"This is the first time in two years that I've 
made a statement like this," Baker said. "I 
was really bothered by our effort in the sec-
ond half. We arc not going to be able to tum 
it on and off [when we want to.]" 
Despite tlle Bombers' poor second half, 
Tuesday night belonged to Dunham, who did 
not even score I 000 points at West Genesee 
High School in Syracuse. 
As a freshman, Dunham scored only 55 
points. Coach Baker credits his work ethic 
during the off-season for his improvement 
"He changed his physique between his 
freshman and sophomore years. He dropped 
30 pounds," Baker said. 
Dunham said he worked his way into 
shape by running five times a week. 
Over the weekend, the Bombers contin-
ued their dominance over Empire Athletic 
Association (EAA) rivals, Clarkson and St. 
Lawrence. 
On Friday night. the Bombers downed 
Clarkson, 71-53, for the eight straight time. 
While on Saturday afternoon, Ithaca College 
trounced St Lawrence, 71-46, for the Bomb-
ers' seventh consecutive win over the Saints. 
Dunham lead the Bombers with 19 points, in 
each contest. 
The Bombers stand at 15-4 on tllc season, 
arc in first place in the EAA at 9-1 and 
number six in the NCAA Division III East 
Region Poll. 
The Ithacan/Jaimie Beach 
Steve Dunham drives for one of his 21 
points in Tuesday's game against Alfred. 
Dunham passed the 1000 point mark in 
the 76-64 win. 
Women's team snaps losing streak 
Senior center MaLisa Sears grabs her 500th career rebound in the win 
By Dave Udoff 
Ithacan Staff 
After losing four games in a row, the 
Ithaca College women's basketball team 
needed a win against Alfred on Tuesday; 
they got it, but were hardly satisfied. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
"We walked off tlie court winners, [but] 
everyone felt like a loser," head coach Chris-
tine Pritchard said, "because we just did not 
play well." 
The Bombers raised their record to 9-10, 
4-6 in the Empire Athletic Association with 
the 58-47 victory over the visiting Saxons, 
hut Alfred kept the game close. 1l1cy took the 
lead early in the first half and almost caught 
up late in the game after falling behind 34-18 
at halftime. 
At the I :34 mark, in the second half, 
Alfred pulled within five points before the 
Bombers finally put the game out of reach 
wiU1 a 9-3 run at the end of the game. 
"We just had enough to keep them from 
coming within striking distance at the end," 
Pritchard said. 
Despite the victory, tllc Bombers appeared 
to he playing out of sync for much of the 
game, and thought they were lucky to come 
"We walked off the court 
winners, [but] everyone felt 
like a loser, because we just 
did not play well." 
away with the win. 
-Christine Pritchard, 
head coach, 
women's basketball 
"It was a sloppy game all around," junior 
guard Robin Finnegan said. "We knew how 
Alfred played; they were scrappy, and we 
just played to their level." 
Senior center MaLisa Sears led the Bomb-
ers with 16 points and 14 rebounds. Early in 
the first half she pulled down her 500th career 
rebound, a milestone she achieved in just 
three years of playing at Ithaca. 
The Bombers were able to keep Alfred in 
check with the aggressive play of guards 
Kerry Ann McLaughlin and Naomi Winakor. 
Winakor was a dominant force on defense 
with eight steals. 
"Naomi has been a catalyst all season for 
our ball club," Pritchard said. "Defensively, 
there's no one our team that can match what 
she does." 
McLaughlin also made four steals and 
scored 11 points. "It's great to see her play 
more consistently every night." Pritchard said. 
Ithaca is currently in the midst of a fivc-
gamchomestand in which they are 1-2. They 
lost two hard-fought games against Clarkson 
on Friday and St. Lawrence on Saturday. 
The Clarkson game was close thn:mghout. 
but tlle Bombers did not play well on offense, 
and the Golden Knights wound up winning 
60-56. 
Ithaca fell behind early against a very 
physical St Lawrence team on Saturday, but 
battled back in the second half, tying it up in 
the final seconds before losing 76-73 in over-
time. 
Despite those losses, Pritchard and her 
squad are evaluating their season, not on the 
won-loss record, but on their level of play. 
Pritchard considered the St. Lawrence game 
to. be a moral victory, but tllought the team 
was lucky to come away witll Tuesday's win. 
"[On Tuesday] we took a win and prob-
ably played one of the worst games we've 
played in a couple of weeks," Pritchard said. 
Ithaca will complete its homestand on 
Friday and Saturday against EAA archrivals 
Rensselaer and Hartwick. As far as injuries 
go, their situation has improved, except Jes-
sica Firth. According to coach Pritchard, 
Firth, who suffered a knee injury against 
Alfred on January 25, will likely be out for 
the remainder of the season. 
Win sends Bombers to the playoffs 
By Matt Vale 
Ithacan Staff 
The Bombers tamed tJ1e Tigers by emerg-
ing victorious in every event. The Ithaca 
College swimming and diving team defeated 
RIT 150-78 in their linal regular season dual 
meet. 
MEN'S SWIMMING 
AND DIVING 
Ithaca is now in the process of taperreduc-
tion. Practices are gradually reduced in an 
effort to rest and refresh the athletes. 
The goal of this training method is to 
allow swimmers to maximize their perfor-
mances at the end of the season. 
"Swimmers tend to slow down, sort of a 
let down. The swimmers will then all of a 
sudden hit a spurt of speed at the end of the 
season," Markwardt said. "Against RIT, the 
team was not ovcrested and the times came 
down quicker than I expected," 
"S wimmcrs swim events for the best inter-
est of the team. Ward for example, has not 
even swam the 500 this year and it is his best 
event," Markwardt said. "The lineup could 
change at the state meet depending on the 
physical col'ldition of individual swimmers 
after the taper period in two weeks." 
Sophomore Todd Poludniak has returned 
to the team and plays a reduced role. He is on 
a limited training program and helps the team 
when he is able to ·at practice and at meets. 
Poludniak's status at the Upstate New York 
meet is unknown because academics are his 
first priority. 
Although the Bombers lost All-American 
seniors Greg Szyluk and Rob Merrick, 
Markwardt said his team possesses a strong 
mental auitude and remains focused on its 
goals. 
"Seniors Will Rogers and Kevin 
Glendenning have made all the sacrifices 
that I have asked and have great allitudes," 
Markwardt said. "Unfortunately, 
Glendenning was recently diagnosed with 
mononucleosis and was held back from the 
RIT meet. He will be retested but if he tests 
positive this would be a huge loss to tllc 
team." 
The Bombers completed their dual meet 
season with a record of 12-1. 
"I am extremely pleased with our perfor-
mances," Markwardt said. "Considering tlle 
small team that we have, I am yery proud." 
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Big Red's depth 
overwhelms the 
Bombers 22-15 
Tragedy pulls team ahead 
Gymnastics team tumbles to number two in the polls 
By Jeff Jackson 
Ithacan Staff 
Division I wrestling power-
house Cornell escaped from the 
Ben Light Gym with a narrow 
victory on Saturday night. 
WRESTLING 
Ithaca gave the Big Red all 
they could handle, but came out 
on the short end of a 22-15 score. 
"Our kids showed a lot of 
toughness and heart," head coach 
John Murray said. 
"To go and win five of ten 
matches against a team of that 
caliber is fantastic. It was one of 
the best matches I've ever seen 
this team wrestle," Murray said. 
Junior Chris Malleotti, 118 
pounds, captured the Bombers· 
first match of the evening by 
earning a 10-6 decision over a 
fonnidable opponenL 
"Maueotti came back after 
being upset by a freshman on 
Friday night and beat a guy who 
has been ranked in the top twelve 
in the country," Murray said. 
In the 142-pound weight 
class, junior Ron Long scored a 
two point takedown in overtime 
to seal a 13-11 triumph. 
"Ron is doing a great job at 
142," said Murray. "I think that 
he really surprised some people 
last weekend." 
At ISO-pounds, senior Kent 
Maslin stayed unbeaten for the 
1993-94 season,by posting a 6-1 
victory over Joel Torelli of 
Cornell. 
Maslin had also defeated 
Torelli earlier in the year during 
the finals of the New York State 
Collegiate Championships. 
"Despite the fact lhathe punc-
tured his lip with his tooth early 
in the match, Kent Maslin domi-
nated a kid who has beaten two 
Division I All-Americans this 
"Our kids showed a 
lot of toughness and 
heart, to go and win 
five of ten matches 
against a team of that 
caliber is fantastic. It 
was one of the best 
matches I've ever 
seen this team 
ti " wres e. 
-John Murray, 
head coach, 
wrestling 
season," said Murray. 
Seniors Karl Zcnie and Mike 
Murtha also picked up wins for 
Ithaca with respective 9-5 and 4-
2 decisions. 
The Bombers, who arc cur-
rently ranked third nationally in 
Division III, did not go winless 
for the weekend, however, as 
they knocked off St. Lawrence 
Friday night 27-16. 
Senior 126-pounder Vinnie 
DiGiacomo posted a 10-6 win 
and Long scored a 10-2 major 
decision at 142-pounds. 
Maslin won his match by for-
feit, while Zenie was declared 
victorious in his contest as a rc-
sult of a St Lawrence disqualifi-
cation. 
Junior Ben Weiland pulled 
out.a hard fought 1-0 decision in 
the 190-pound division. 
Senior heavyweight Steve 
Farr put the finishing touches on 
the Ithaca victory when he pinned 
his opponent in 4 minutes and 24 
seconds 
"The road trip to St. Lawrence 
is always a tough one," said 
Murray. "Fortunately, we per-
formed well and were able to get 
out of there with a win." 
By Bethany Nugent 
Ithacan Staff 
In the face of tragedy, the 
women· s gymnastics team rallied 
together fora decisive 166.7-154.15 
win over McMastcr University from 
Canada. 
WOMEN'S 
GYMNASTICS 
Despite learning that senior 
teammate Michelle Black's father 
was killed in an automobile acci-
dent the previous day, the Bombers 
were able to focus on the competi-
tion and earn their highest team 
total of the year. 
The Bomber tumblers, who are 
currently ranked second among all 
Division III schools in the nation, 
wore blue ribbons to show support 
for their teammate and her family. 
"We said a big prayer for her 
[Black) and we're thinking about 
her," sophomore gymnast Caren 
Cioffi said. "We knew that we had 
to pull together for her and we did 
that." 
Ithaca literally vaulted into the 
lead with the first event. 
Sophomores Lindsay-Leigh 
Bartyzel and Laurie Gilman gave 
the Bombers a one-two punch with 
scoresof9 .1 and 8.75, respectively. 
With the absence of Black, who 
has led the Bombers on the uneven 
bars throughout her career at Ithaca, 
junior bars specialist Kathy Kane 
took the lop spot with a score of 
8.85. 
"She put it together. It was a 
good one," coach Rick Suddaby 
said. "She's definitely been due." 
An 8.55 tally by Banyzel and an 
8.25 mark for Gilman gave Ithaca a 
top three sweep in the uneven bars, 
as well as a commanding lead in the 
team standings. 
Although Bartyzel fell during 
her balance beam routine, she still 
managed to win the event with an 
8.55 mark. Cioffi and Bomber fresh-
man Camille St Cyr each received 
scores of 8.15 to tie for second. 
Going into the last event with 
the team win essentially secured, 
the Bombers-refused to let up. 
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The Ithacan/Rebecca Pick 
Lindsay-Leigh Bartyzel demonstrates excellent concentration 
during Saturday's meet against McMaster University 
"We said a big prayer for her [Black] and 
we're thinking about her, We knew that we had 
to pull together for her and we did that." 
-Caren Cioffi '96 
Banyzcl won her third event 
with a 9.4 mark on the floor exer-
cise. Junior Bomber tumbler Mel-
issa Formichelli took the second 
spot with a 9.05, while senior Tara 
Cioppa tied McMastcr's Shannon 
McGuire each tallying a 9.0. 
35.6. Cioffi's strong beam score 
and consistency throughout the 
meet gave her a 31.95 total and 
second place all-around. 
"I thought they did a good 
job," Suddaby said of his team's 
ability to stay focused on their 
routines. "Things were a liule 
quiet, but the kids just put it 
together." 
Banyzel' s solid performances in 
all four events earned her a career 
high individual all-around score of 
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Ithaca loses season opener 
By Chris Corbellini 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College men's track 
and field team felt the first sting of 
defeat last· Saturday against 
Cortland State. 
MEN'S TRACK 
AND FIELD 
The Bombers could not over-
come Cortl:md's team depth and 
lost 83-70 m, a result. 
In IU1aca 's first dual meet of iL<; 
1994 campaign, the Bombers had 
\everal bright individual highlight<; 
hut could not overtake the Red Drag-
ons in the team overall point total. 
Head coach Jim Nichols said 
one of the biggest contributing fac-
tors to I U1aca · s loss was the lack of 
practice time in the field events. 
Cortland, however, has its own in-
door facility :md wa<; ahle to sweep 
the lield events. 
··we got heat in U1e jumps and 
lhe pole vault. They were just a 
hllle hit ahead," Nichob said. "We 
haven· t had the opportumtJcs to 
pracucc." 
Despite tJ1e lack of first place 
lini:--hcs from U1e field events, solid 
nmncr-up results were earned hy 
:--cnior Brian Porter andjuniorColin 
Hoddinott 111 tJ1e jump~. 
"Team unity is much 
better this year, the 
captains are doing a 
great job,. The team:-; 
working real hard this 
season to improve." 
- Matt Smith '95 
Porter fini~hed second in hoth 
the long jump and the triple jump 
with leaps of 6.10 meters and I 1.81 
meters, respectively. 
Hoddinott qualified for the In-
door State meet in the high jump by 
clearing the cross bar set at I. 90 
meters. 
In the distance events, senior 
Mike Mulligan, a newly appointed 
captain and an All-American in 
cross country, heat out the rest of 
the field in the I 000 and the 1500-
metcrs with times of 2:39.3 and 
4:08.3, respectively. 
Mulligan's effort<; in the 1500-
mctcrs also awarded him with a 
birtl1 in tl1c Indoor state meet. 
Other key contributors were se-
nior David Hay and sophomore 
Jonathan Mulholland, who each 
were tJ1c first to cross tJ1c tape in 
their respective events, the 800 and 
tJ1c 500-mctcrs, with times of 2:08 
and 1:09.7. 
In the sprint.'>, sophomore speed-
ster Scott Rowe was the lone 
Bomber to take a top spot with his 
effort<; in the 55-mctcrs. 
The Bombers also proved they 
could win as a relay team against 
the Red Dragons as the I 6()()-mctcr 
relay raced to victory. 
The Bombers' relay team, con-
sisting of junior Matt Smith, 
Mulholland, freshmen Mark 
Bradburn and Dan Matzat, beat 
Cortland with a time of 3:4 I. 
Smith had nothing but praises 
for his relay teammates, especially 
Mulholland. 
"It wa-; awesome. Jon was our 
anchor leg and pulled it ouL° with 
fifteen meters to go and ran away 
with it," Smith said. "It was an 
intense race, everybody wa-; cheer-
ing us on." 
Smith also noticed differences 
in this year's squad, and stressed 
improvement. 
"Team unity is much better this 
year. The captains arc doing a great 
job," Smith said. 'The team's work-
ing real hard U1is sem;on to im-
prove." 
Nichols echoed Smith"s senti-
ments. "W c can't look at successes 
in our past. We have to look where 
we arc now," Nichols said. "We all 
have to improve to he successful." 
Runners qualify despite loss 
By Jennifer Saltzgiver 
Ithacan Staff 
Despite a loss, the Bombers fin-
1:--hcd wiU1 solid performances in 
the field event<; and seven addi-
tional athletes qualified for the 
NYSWCAA championships. 
WOMEN'S TRACK 
AND FIELD 
The ltJrnca College women's 
track and field team fell to Cortland 
State 74-62 on Saturday Feh. 5. 
··we expected the meet to he real 
competitive," head coach Adre:m 
¥Ott said. 'Tm not disappointed 
with the loss. We had some real 
good perfonnanccs, and some ath-
letes arc sick, so we arc working in 
illness." 
Four bombers led the team with 
first place finishes. Sophomore 
Carolyn Colban tied for first in the 
high jump, sophomore Heidi 
Crossman captured the400-metcrs, 
senior Melissa Sedlak won tile 
weight throw, and sophomore 
Heather Reilly, with a personal best, 
won the shot put with a throw of 
10.71 meters. 
"ldidn'tcxpcctmypersonalbest 
at all. I'm really excited," Reilly 
said."I came into the season deter-
mined to improve upon last year." 
The track team travels to Cornell 
University once a week to pmctice 
for the throwing event<;. Prior to 
this meet, the throwers had prac-
ticed throwing a mere two times. 
"I can only improve from here 
by working hard at practice doing 
calisthenics, medicine balls and 
practice throwing more at Cornell," 
Reilly said. 
Finishing second in hoth the 
1,000 and 1,500-meters was senior 
Moira Strong. 
Coach Scott explained the goals 
of the season were to stay healthy 
and have good improvement,; in 
pcrfonnances. 
"W c should be one of the top 
three I teams] at states," Scott said, 
"or try to hcas far up to the Lopas we 
can." 
Bombers head to playoffS 
By Stacy Anne Rafferty 
Ithacan Staff 
When a tc:un suffers the loss of 
a few top players, one might as-
~urne that it would take a while to 
adjust. 
HOCKEY 
That was not the c,L<;C tJ1is past 
weekend when the ltJ1aca men's 
hockey team topped Mercyhurst 
College 8-4. 
At the most crucial time of the 
season, fighting for a spot m the 
playoffs, the men's hockey team 
looks like they have come together 
as one. 
"We have pulled togetJ1er as a 
team," senior co-captain Jon BcnlL. 
said. "W c arc getting offense from 
people tliat wercn 't producmg the 
first half of the season." 
Junior Tyler Potts controlled the 
game Friday night with three goals 
and three assists. "He is a great 
player. He knows when to p,L'>S and 
when to sh(X)t," Bcnu. said. 
Bentz, along with fellow co-cap-
tain Ian Sawyer, proved their lead-
ership a-; they combined for five 
goals. 
The team has earned a spot in the 
playoffs at the end of February in 
Rochester. 
If the Bombers continue to play 
a,; a team, U1c future looks optimis-
tic. 
"We arc bonding more as a team. 
We arc getling·great team effort," 
Bentz said, "along with individual 
effort from all players." 
Bonding for a tournament win 
By Heather Scarritt 
Ithacan Staff 
It was not until its fourth tourna-
ment of tJ1e sc,L<;on that tJ1c Ithaca 
volley hall tc:un brought out its hcst 
pcrfonnancc. 
VOLLEYBALL 
"At the beginning we wcren' t 
playing as good as we could," se-
nior Bob Rottmann said, "but by 
the finals, WC were playing some Of 
the best ball that we have played 
this year." 
The Ithaca Volleyball team de-
feated Cortland and Pace Bootleg-
ger from Rochester to win its home 
tournament on Sunday Feb. 6. 
Competing in a tri-match, the 
Bombers won the tournament in the 
finals against Cortland. 
Four closely scored matches of 
15-11, 12-15, 15-13, 15-13, gave 
the squad their first victory of the 
sca<;on. 
"The guys rc:1lly stuck together 
on the court," player/coach Ben 
Lawrence said. '"They were very 
close matches, and we played like a 
team." 
The Bombers were impressed 
with their win over Pace Bootleg-
ger, a United States Volleyball As-
sociation team. According to 
Lawrence, the team is usually com-
posed offonner Divis10n I and Di-
vision II players. 
"1l1cy arc ranked national! y I and 
are) the equivalent of Double A or 
Triple A baseball," Lawrence said. 
Leading Ithaca to victory were 
junior Jim Karrat and freshman Ja-
son Camp. "Jason Camp wa<; out-
standing for a freshman, and that 
was nice to sec," Lawrence said. 
According to Lawrence, the team 
is finally getting used to playing 
with each other. 
"It was nice to see that we could 
really come together when we 
needed to," Rottmann said, "and it 
was really nice to sec that we could 
play as good as we needed to play." 
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MEN1S 
BASKETBALL 
EAA Standing (through Feb. 7) 
WllS Loses Percent 
Ithaca 8 1 .889 
RIT 6 3 .667 
Hartwick 6 3 .667 
Hobart 6 3 .667 
Rensselaer 3 6 .333 
Alf ni 3 6 .333 
Clarkson 3 6 .333 
St. Lawrence 1 8 .111 
EAA Rebound Leaders Avg. 
Cyrus Nesbit, AHred 17 9.2 
Charlie Bartlett, RIT 18 7.4 
Pep Skilon, AHred 17 7.4 
Steve Dunham, Ithaca 18 72 
l.aBron Toles, Ithaca 18 7.0 
Tom Janik, Hartwick 17 6.9 
Brett Durham, Rensselaer 17 6.9 
Joe Agosto, St. Lawrence 17 6.9 
Brad Whne, Clarkson 15 6.9 
Jason Harris, Hobart 18 6.8 
Top Scorers Avg. 
Mnch Nemier, Clarkson 17 19.9 
Steve Dunham, Ithaca 18 19.1 
Andrew D'Eloia, Hobart 19 19.0 
Justin Shope, Clarkson 17 19.0 
Jason Harris, Hobart 18 18.2 
nm Osterhoudt, Hartwick 17 17.9 
Bruce Kinglsey, St. Lawrence 17 16.6 
Todd Paulauskas, RIT 18 16.1 
Cyrus Nesbit, Attred 17 16.0 
Jason Amore, AHred 17 15.9 
Scoring Margin 
Ithaca 10.5 
RIT 2.4 
Hartwick -0.3 
Alfred -2.5 
Rensselaer -3.3 
Hobart -4.2 
Clarkson -7.5 
St. Lawrence -12.7 
lthacanSports BY THE NUMBERS 
WOMEN1S GYMNASTICS THIS WEEK 
BASKETBALL Ithaca vs. McMasters AHEAD 
EAA Standings (through Feb. 7) (Feb. 5) Friday, Feb. 11 
WIIS Loses Percent Vault Men's Basketball vs. Rensselaer 8 p.m. 
William Smith 8 1 .889 1. Lindsay-Leigh Bartyzel, Ithaca 9.1 Women's Basketball vs. Rensselaer 
St. Lawrence 8 1 .889 2. Lawie Gilman, Ithaca 8.75 6p.m. 
Hartwick 7 2 .n8 3. Penny Kin, McMasters 8.65 
Clarkson 5 4 .555 4. Caren Cioffi, Ithaca 8.55 Saturday, Feb.12 
Ithaca 3 6 .333 5. Camille St Cyr, Ithaca 8.55 Men's Basketball vs. Hartwick 4p.m. 
Rensselaer 3 6 .333 6. Leanne Tuck, McMasters 8.55 Women's Basketball vs. Hartwick 2 p.m. 
RIT 2 7 .222 7. Shannon McGuire, McMasters 8.45 Wrestfing vs. Cortland 8p.m. 
AHred 0 9 .000 8. Lindsay Broich, Ithaca 8.1 Women's Gymnastics at West Chester 
9. Tara Cioppa, Ithaca 7.95 1 p.m: 
10. Kristina Rinaldi, Ithaca 7.95 Men's Indoor Track and Field at Hamilton 
Rebound Leaders Avg. 11. Cari Brow, McMasters 7.95 with Brockport 12p.m. 
Sue Bator, Rensselaer 18 12.6 12. Tara Cain, McMas1ers 7.85 Women'slndoorTrackandFieldatHamilton 
MaUaaSeara,lthaca 18 9.9 with Brockport 6p.m. 
Kari Sergent, AHred 17 9.9 
Susan Boyle, Alfred 17 9.9 Uneven Bars Tuesday, Feb.15 
Julie Griffin, Hartwick 17 8.7 1. Kathy Kane, Ithaca 8.85 Men's Basketball vs. Utica 8p.m. 
Whnney Ilg, SI. Lawrence 16 8.7 2. Lindsay-Leigh Bartyzel, Ithaca 8.55 Women's Basketball at Nazareth 7p.m. 
Alison Frasier, Hartwick 13 8.2 3. Laurie Gilman, Ithaca 8.25 
Michelle Arnold, Clarkson 17 7.6 4. Shannon McGuire, McMasters 7.3 
Kerrin Perniciaro, Ithaca 14 7.6 5. Penny Kin, McMasters 7.05 
Kalie Stanton, Hartwick 17 7.1 6. Leanne Tuck, McMasters 6.85 
7. Caren Cioffi, Ithaca 6.7 CAREER 8. Cari Brow, McMasters 6.55 
Top Scorers Points Avg. 9. Kristina Rinaldi, Ithaca 6.35 
Sue Bator, Rensselaer 18 17.6 10. Tara Cain, McMasters 63 SCORING Malisa Sears, Ithaca 18 16.9 11. S. Sonderegger, McMasters 5.85 
Katie Stanton, Hartwick 17 16.2 12. Melissa Formichelli, Ithaca 5.55 Ithaca Women's Basketball Deb Ommundsen, St. Lawrence 
17 15.7 Career Scoring 
Julie Griffin, Hartwick 17 14.8 Balance Beam Games Avg. Karen Perniciaro, Ithaca 14 14.3 1. Lindsay-Leigh Bartyzel, Ithaca 8.55 
Jen Goode!, William Smith 18 14.0 2. Caren Cioffi, Ithaca 8.15 Faith Colter (1977-81) 74 21.4 
Jill Kathmann, William Smith 18 13.8 3. Camille St Cyr, Ithaca 8.15 Lauri Hancock (1986-90) 96 13.5 
Pam DuMond, William Smith 18 13.2 4. Tara Cain, McMasters 8.0 Karen Fischer (1989-93) 100 10.8 
5. Tara Cioppa, Ithaca 7.95 Roxanne Aguilar (1986-90) 96 9.5 
6. Melissa Formichelli, Ithaca 7.85 Jeanne Johnston (1981-85) 91 10.0 
Scoring Margin 7. Leanne Tuck, McMasters 7.4 Val Gazda (1982-86) 87 9.0 Tracy Olson (1981-84) 69 11.3 William smnh 20.4 8. S. Sonderegger, McMasters 7.35 
SI. Lawrence 5.4 9. Shannon McGuire, McMasters 6.85 Allison Bishop (1979-83) 89 8.4 
Hartwick 4.5 10. Penny Kin, McMasters 6.4 Tiffany Shaffer (1989-93) 104 6.7 
Clarkson 0.9 11. Laurie Gilman, Ithaca 6.35 Malisa Sears (1991-Present)73 9.4 
Rensselaer -3.1 12. Cari Brow, McMasters 6.05 
Ithaca -4.3 
RIT -16.7 
Alred -18.9 
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BOMBER 
SCOREBOARD 
Men'sBasketball(14-4) 
Feb.4 Ithaca 71, Clarkson 53 
Feb.5 Ithaca 71, St. Lawrence 
Feb.8 Ithaca 76, Alred 64 
Women's Basketball (8-10) 
Feb.4 Clarkson 60, Ithaca 56 
Feb.5 St. Lawrence 76, Ithaca 53 
Feb.8 Ithaca 58 , AHred 47 
Wrestling (6-2-1) 
Feb.4 Ithaca 27, SI. Lawrence 16 
Feb.5 Comell 22, hhaca 15 
Men's Swimming and Diving 
Feb.5 Ithaca 150, RIT 78 
Women's Gymnastics (2-2) 
Feb.5 Ithaca 166.65, McMaster 
University 154.15 
Men's Indoor Track and Field (0-1) 
Feb. 5 Cortland 83, Ithaca 70 
Women's Indoor Track and Field (0-1) 
Feb 5 Cortland 74, Ithaca 62 
TOP SCORES 
Top Ithaca men's all-time basketball 
scorers 
Points 
Todd Hart ( 1979-83) 1,789 
Andy Vye (1983-87) 1,775 
Mike Hess (1987-91) 1,426 
R. Slomkowski (1955-59) 1,345 
Greg Albano (1966-69) 1,238 
Dave Hollowell (1970-73) 1,190 
Paul Veronesi (1969-72) 1,189 
Bruce Jones (1973-78) 1,127 
Archie McEchm (1988-92) 1,148 
Alden Chadwick (1952-56) 1,080 
SteveDunham(1990-94) 1,000 
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Mark Girolamo '97 and Bob Van Wyk '97 (right) 
rehearse in one of Ford Hall's many practice rooms. 
Professor Henry Neubert (below) directs the Ithaca 
College Symphonic Band . 
Players of double-reed instruments, such 
as Keri McCarthy '97 (right), must carve, 
cure, and bind their own reeds. The Ithaca 
College Symphonic Band (below) practices 
for an upcoming performance. 
High Notes 
Ithaca College's School 
of Music carries the 
commitment to music 
first established by 
William Grant Egbert 
in 1892. Today, Ford 
Hall is home to a 
variety of instrumental 
and vocal ensembles . 
Photos by Craig L_ewis 
